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ABSTRACT:

The Raman spectrum of polycrystalline or matrix-isolated S^g shows
three "bands attributable to its Raman active fundamentals, including
two in close proximity; the possibility of Fermi resonance is
discounted. The infrared spectrum.of polycrystalline 82^2 shows
five bands, including three attributable to the infrared active
fundamentals, while the others are associated with some intermediate
species in the polymerisation of S_N_.
The vibrational spectra of matrix-isolated SJ^NL are consistent with
previous observations in the solid state and in solution, also with
the established cage structure of the molecule.
The stretching force constants of 32^2 and S^lty,, lower than those
predicted on the basis of observations on acyclic S-N molecules,
are correlated with the strain in the molecules and their associated
thermodynamic instability. The interaction force constants indicate
delocalised IT -bonding, apparently more extensive in 82112
Substantial
cross-ring S-S bonding is evident in Si N^; S-S interactions in
are apparently non-bonded and repulsive in nature.
The infrared spectrum of matrix-isolated CrOCl^ contains bands
attributable to the fundamentals of this molecule, along with several
indicating the presence of Cr02Cl2 and possibly other related
molecules. The Raman spectrum shows just three strong bands, all
below 25>0 cm"'', assumed to arise from the deformation fundamentals
of CrOClrj; the form of the spectrum is attributed to absorption or
fluorescence. The force constants derived for CrOCl^ correspond
closely to their counterparts in VOC13 and Cr02Cl2, suggesting
similar force fields in the three molecules.
The infrared spectrum of the volatile products of the reaction
between PCl-^ and NaNo indicates the presence of several molecules,
possibly including C^PN^ and oligomers of Cl2 P = N, although no
definite conclusions are drawn. Spectroscopic evidence also suggests
that the reaction between (CHij^PCl and NaN3 yields (CH^^PNo as a
major product, although observations such as the effect of ultraviolet photolysis remain unexplained.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The first study of reactive chemical species by the method of trapping in a
rigid matrix at low temperatures was the work of Lewis and Lipkin on large
this followed earlier reports of luminescence following
2 3
irradiation or electron bombardment of solids at low temperatures. '^ The

organic radicals;

term 'matrix isolation 1 was introduced, however, by Pimentel and his associates
in 195U,
developed.

and it was from this point that the technique as we know it really
The species studied are typically those which under normal conditions

have only a short lifetime, undergoing either unimolecular or bimolecular
reactions to yield longer-lived products.
There are, in fact, two alternative approaches to the study of such species.
*

The first of these involves generation of the species in the gaseous or liquid
state followed by rapid spectroscopic observation, as in flash photolysis,
pulse radiolysis

and related techniques.

The second method is to trap the

species in a large excess of inert material at low temperatures (typically
Il.-i4.OK), in order to prolong its lifetime and allow the use of conventional
methods of spectroscopic characterisation.

This effective isolation of the

species concerned limits the chances of bimolecular reactions, while the low
temperatures employed limit the thermal energy available and hence the chances
of unimolecular decay.
A variety of spectroscopic methods has been used to study matrix-isolated
molecules: these include the methods of infra-red, '"" Raman,
esr, 12 and Mossbauer 13 spectroscopy.

optical,

The methods of vibrational spectroscopy

have found the widest application, making up for their relative insensitivity
by the extent and chemical significance of the information which they yield.
As well as qualitative

information about the number and nature of the species

present, infrared and Raman methods usually give some indication of molecular

symmetry and allow some sort of definition of the molecular force field, which
may be correlated with the nature of the bonding in the molecule.
If matrix isolation is to be a useful tool in the characterisation of novel
molecular species it is important that the spectroscopic properties observed are
not significantly perturbed by the matrix environment.

Such perturbations

have been identified by characterisation of stable molecules in the matrixisolated state and comparison with gas-phase measurements.

Certain spectral

changes induced by a matrix environment,such as slight differences in
frequencies and absorption coefficients, are analogous to those which occur upon
dissolution of molecules in a liquid solvent.

In addition, however, there are

effects peculiar to matrices, such as the possibility of observing a multiplet
where only a single spectroscopic feature is expected, commonly attributable to
variations in the matrix environment experienced by the guest molecules.
An important effect of the matrix environment is the quenching of rotational
motion for all but the smallest molecules.

This, together with the elimination

of vibrational ! hot bands 1 , leads to considerable simplification and sharpening
of observed spectral features.

The consequences of such sharp bands include

enhanced .sensitivity, the possibility of meaningful determination of vibrational
_1
frequencies to ± 0.1 cm , and greater ease of resolution of nearly degenerate
features, often allowing clear observation of the effects of isotopic substitution.
These characteristics compare favourably with the diffuseness of the bands in
the vibrational spectra of high-temperature vapours.
Where comparisons are possible, the vibrational frequencies of a matrix-isolated
molecule are found to correspond quite closely to those of the same molecule in
the gas phase.

The frequency perturbation induced by the matrix environment are

of the same order of magnitude as anharmonicity corrections, and relationships
such as the isotopic sum and product rules may be usefully applied to matrixisolated species.

Hence matrix isolation may be useful in the vibrational analysis

of stable molecules, particularly because of the improved definition of the

molecular force field allowed by observations on isotopically distinct species.
This has proved to be the case in a variety of examples, such as the molecules
1 1^
1 f\
E B N H ,
CH OH, -* and GIF .
Similarly matrix isolation has been employed
in attempts to explain the behaviour of molecules such as xenon hexafluoride ; in
this case the apparent dependence of the infrared spectrum on the thermal.
history of the sample has been attributed to the existence of three electronic
isomers.
Chemical reactions may also be monitored using the methods of vibrational
spectroscopy.

Spectroscopic evidence about chemical changes has been obtained,

for example, following the photolysis of matrix-isolated metal carbonyls, either
18
alone (eg Ni(CO)i ) or in conjunction with other reagents (eg M(CO),- with N ,
19
M = Cr, Mo or W ). Sample-warning experiments may be informative when diffusion
results in polymerisation or other reactions, leading either to known or to new
products. Examples are provided by the dimerisation of such species as GEL 20 and
21
CC1
and the behaviour on diffusion of group TV B oxide species, resulting in
spectroscopic characterisation of the molecules /MO/

(M = Si, Ge, Sn or Pb;

n = 2, 3 or U).22-25
This thesis is concerned with the study of a variety of species in low-temperature
matrices.

These include both unstable molecules, such as the products of high-

temperature and photochemical reactions, and others which are actually relatively
stable under normal conditions.

In all cases a combination of Raman and infrared

techniques has been employed either simply to characterise the species or to
determine its vibrational and structural properties and, ultimately, the nature
of the molecular force field.

Chapter 2
VTBRATIONAL SPECTROSCOPY
2.1

31

Introduction
The interaction of light with a molecule causes a distortion of its
electron cloud, leading to the possibility of elastic (Rayleigh) scattering
of the incident photons.

¥hen there is a change in electrical polarisability

of a molecule in the course of a vibrational transition, there is also the
possibility of inelastic (Hainan) scattering.

If V

is the frequency of the

incident light, then the frequency y1 of the scattered light is given by the
equation:
V'

=

VQ ± V

(2- 1 )

where V is the frequency of the vibrational transition.

Thus the Hainan

effect is a scattering phenomenon, normally induced by monochromatic light
subject to the condition V >> V.
By contrast, infrared spectroscopy normally relates to an absorption
phenomenon in which energy is transferred to the vibrational motion of the
molecule by interaction of the electric vector of the incident radiation with
the molecular dipole moment.

It is because the mechanisms of the two processes

are different that vibrational transitions allowed in infrared absorption
may be forbidden in Raman scattering, and vice versa.

In various respects

the two methods are complementary.
2.2

Normal Modes and Normal Coordinates
A molecule consisting of N atoms requires 3N coordinates to define completely
the positions of the nuclei in space.

Three of these coordinates relate to

translational motion, three to rotational motion (or two in the special case
of a linear molecule), and the remaining 3N-6 (or 3N-£) to vibrational motion.
This vibrational motion is generally complex but may be regarded as a
superposition of a number of so-called 'normal modes 1 , in each of which the
atoms execute simple harmonic motion about their equilibrium positions with

5

the same frequency and phase.
The classical equation of motion for the i

mass has the form

dt<
1

1

where T is the kinetic energy and V the potential energy, and x^ is a
displacement coordinate.

The total kinetic energy of the system is given

by
•' I

3N
2T = n m.* 2

(2.3)

and the potential energy by
2V =

5"T Z~T k - -( x - - x -

assuming simple harmonic motion.

These expressions may be simplified,

firstly by using mass-weighted displacement coordinates, defined, for
example, by the relation

1

q.i = m.11
2 x.

(2.5>)
\'- -'/

and secondly by constructing linear combinations of these, the normal
coordinates Q

defined as follows:

Qb = -hb 0"! + 1 2b q2 +
where the coefficients of the qi
* ! s are normalised such that

5~T
T 1

^

^ = 1.

The expressions for the kinetic and potential energies reduce to:

2T =.Q i
and 2V =
§
(2.?)
i
i
where V is a constant characteristic of the i
mode.

The equation of

motion may be expressed in terms of the normal coordinates, thus:

whence it follows that

(2.9)
For the i

coordinate the equation

\.Q.
11

-

0.
i

has a

0

=

solution of the type
Q.

j.
A. cos (X. 2 t + £)

=

(2.10)

where A. is the amplitude of vibration and t is a phase angle; also, if
—1

V. is the frequency of the vibration in cm

, then

_

*.

=

222

W e v. .

J_T_

The solution implies that nuclei vibrating in the i

mode represented by

Qi do so with a common frequency v..
2.3

Normal Coordinate Analysis
26
It can be shown that the quadratic expression for the kinetic energy may
be written in matrix form as:
*

2T

=

*

X +MX
/v/v

*v

(2.11)
'
»

where X is a column matrix of the derivatives with respect to time of the
-f
Cartesian displacements, X is its transpose, and M is a diagonal matrix
of the nuclear masses, each appearing three times.

This refers to the total

kinetic energy; in the treatment of the purely vibrational problem for a
non-linear molecule it is convenient to introduce a set of 3N-6 internal
coordinates by a transform matrix B :
2

=

§£

(2-12)

where I) is a (3N-6) column matrix with elements D^ and X
matrix with elements

x^ .

is a 3N column

If the matrix A is defined as the inverse of B,

in
so that ^fX = &fA ^tD, then the vibrational kinetic energy may be expressed
^
terms of the internal coordinates as follows:
2T

=

A D
D +Ar* +M/v f*
nt

*f

(2.13)
\ e-' '->/

In deriving this expression it is assumed that there is no interaction
between the internal vibrations and other forms of molecular motion,
26
particularly rotation; this is normally a good approximation.

The potential energy may also "be expressed as a function of the internal
coordinates.

V/hen the molecule is in its equilibrium configuration, the

potential energy is at a minimum, leading to the vanishing of all terms of
the form

(£V/iD.)

evaluated at D^-O ; if this position is taken as

the arbitrary zero from which the potential energy is measured, then the
required expression is as follows:

*

j

The force constants are defined as F
= (\JL?)
and F
= ( ^ v _) ,
'ii
*D/ 0
ij
aD.iD. V
1
so that the expression for the potential energy may be rewritten asi J
2V

= 5>

D 2 + 2&

D D.

(2.15)

This may be expressed in matrix form as follows:
2V

=

D +F D

(2.16)

where F is a square matrix whose elements are the force constants F. .
13
2.k The Wilson G Matrix
The vibrational kinetic energy T may be expressed in terms of the internal
coordinates by the use of the matrix G , defined as 27
G

=

B M~V~

(2.17)

Here g is the transform matrix of equation (2.12) and M is the inverse of
the diagonal matrix M of equation (2.11).

If A again denotes the inverse

of ^ it can be shown that the inverse of G may be expressed in the following
way:
G" 1

=

A +M A

(2.18)

Thus, comparison with the equation derived in the previous section leads
to the following relation for the vibrational kinetic energy:
2T

=

D+G~ 1 g

(2.19)

Introduction of this, together with the corresponding expression for the
potential energy, into the equation of motion results in a series of
equations of the form

8

ij -

) Di

G ij

°

=

These equations may be expressed in the form of a square matrix: of order
3N-6, and the solutions ^ , which lead directly to the vibrational
frequencies, may be obtained by solving the corresponding secular equation
Written in the form of a determinant
~1 | =
o
1

(2.21)

IF - Ac"

this generates a polynomial in A of order 3^-6.

The left-hand side of

equation (2.21) may be either pre-multiplied or post-multiplied by I.Gl
to obtain the alternative forms
| GF

-

Xg I =

-

and | F G

0

AE I =

0

where E represents a unit matrix of the appropriate

(2.22)
order.

2»5> Molecular Symmetry and the Factorisation of the Secular Equation
The internal coordinates generally form a number of distinct sets (eg
stretching of a particular type of bond), within each of which the members
may be interchanged by a symmetry operation of the molecular point group.
Although the internal coordinates form the basis of a representation of
28
this representation is generally reducible; by reference
the molecule,
to the appropriate character table, however, it is possible to generate
internal symmetry coordinates S^ which take the form of a series of linear
combinations of the original internal coordinates, and which form the basis
of a fully reduced representation.

If this transformation is expressed in

matrix form as S = U D , then symmetrised F and J| matrices F

and G

may be generated as follows:

so that

G

=

U G U*

and

F

=

U F U+

(2.23)

2T

=

§V" 1 S

and

?."/

=

S +?S S

(2.2l|)

The effect of the transformation is to reduce the F and G matrices to a
number of independent blocks, or, in other words, to factorise the
secular equation; this leads to considerable simplification of the
vibrational problem.

2.6

Solution of the Secular Equation
In order to solve the secular equation (2.21) or (2.22), it is necessary
to construct the symmetrised F and§ matrices.
are

The elements of the ^fG matrix

expressed in terms not only of the atomic masses but also of the bond

lengths and bond angles of the molecule (derived from experimental data or
otherwise estimated by comparison with the dimensions of related molecules.
The relation between the components of the <vF matrix and the force constants
In

of the molecule demands some knowledge of the molecular force field.

practice, the problem is usually one of calculating the components of the ^fF
matrix and hence the force constants from observed vibrational frequencies.
The number of unknown quantities exceeds the number of measured frequencies
for any given molecule containing more than two atoms, and although the
amount of information available may be increased, for example, by isotopic
labelling, it is commonly necessary to make certain assumptions about the
force field, for example, that certain force constants are transferable from
one molecule to another, or that certain force constants are zero.

The case

where all interaction force constants are zero corresponds to a simple
valence force field, characterised by a diagonal J matrix.

Alternative

approaches include the Urey-Bradley approximation, a force field which makes
use of repulsive force constants between non-bonded atoms as well as the
32
usual stretching and bending force constants.
2.7

Isotopic Substitution
Isotopic labelling of a molecule increases the amount of experimental
information available, since it gives rise to new vibrational frequencies
because of the change of mass, but leaves the force field unaffected to a
good approximation.

However, the increase in the number of independent

observed parameters is not as great as might be expected at first sight,
because the frequencies of one isotopic version of a molecule are related
nf no
f -5-3 This rule follows
rule.
product
to those of another by the so-called
from the fact that the product 7VA of all the roots of an equation of the

10

form

|=
- AE
|p
^r
fv

is equal to the determinant

0

l^l .

if there is no

change in symmetry on i so topic substitution, then the ^^fF matrix remains
unchanged, and it follows that for any symmetry block

(2>25)
where the primes denote the frequencies and (j matrix appropriate to the
second i so topic version of the molecule

In practice, the anharmonicity

of real vibrations causes deviations from this rule, but these are appreciable
(> ca 2[#) only when the anharmonicity correction is relatively large.

This

in turn occurs only for very light nuclei with their relatively large
vibrational amplitudes.
(A )

An example is provided by the totally symmetric

vibrations of the phosphine molecule, for which the observed frequencies

(2327 and 992 cm" 1 for PH^ 31* 169U and 730 cm"" 1 for PD
deviation from the product rule.

) show a slight

The rule is generally useful as a means of

confirming a particular assignment.

Its application requires a knowledge of

the molecular geometry, moreover, and if sufficient isotopic information is
available, the rule may be exploited to define the limits of a particular
interbond angle
2.8

.

Selection Rules for Infrared Absorption
According to classical theory, a molecule is capable of emitting or absorbing
electromagnetic radiation by virtue of periodic changes in its electric
dipole moment 11.

This dipole moment is a vector quantity which may be

expressed" in terms of the vibrational normal coordinates Q as follows:

/to *

(lf") 0 Qk

+ higher terms,

(2.26)

the zero subscripts signifying the values appropriate to the equilibrium
configuration of the molecule ( Qk=0 ).

Provided that the amplitudes of

the vibrations are small, then the higher (anharmonic) terms of equation
(£126) may be ignored.

Then the condition that the molecular dipole moment

11

oscillates with the frequency V, (corresponding to

the normal coordinate

) is that
'k

t

0

(2.2?)

for at least one of the Cartesian components i = x, y or z.
Using the language of quantum mechanics, this may be expressed in terms of
.the. transition moment, which determines the intensity of absorption.

For a

transition between two states characterised by the wavefunctions vi>(n) and
the transition moment u_ is defined as follows:
(2.28)
in which dt is a volume element in configurational space and the integral
is to be extended over the whole of this space.

Substitution of the Taylor

expansion value of the dipole moment given by equation (2.26) leads to the
expression

<f>(n)v|/(m)* d<

(2.29)
k

The mutual orthogonality of the wavefunctions means that the first term
vanishes unless n = m, a condition clearly corresponding to no transition;
the condition for the second term to be non-vanishing leads to a selection
rule analogous to that obtained via the classical treatment.
Thus a vibrational transition is forbidden in infrared absorption unless at
P
least one of the three components of the transition moment, U>(n)/*. ^(m) dt,
i

=

x, y

or

z,

does not vanish; whether this happens depends on

the symmetry properties of the wavefunctions of the initial and final states
on the one hand and those of the dipole moment |i on the other.
to be active in infrared absorption, the product

For a vibration

y(n) r*. vj^(m)

must

belong to a representation containing the totally symmetric species for at
least one of the components p. of the dipole moment

(i = x, y or z)

.

for a fundamental transition this condition is met only if the wavefunction

12

or normal coordinate of the vibrational mode belongs to a representation
containing the same symmetry species as at least one of these components.
2.9

Selection Rules for Hainan Scattering
The first generally accepted theory concerning the origin of Raman scattering
was developed by Placzek 37 ; recent accounts have normally favoured the bond
-jO

polarisability approach first introduced by Wolkenstein
developed by Long^39 .

and subsequently

The Placzek theory requires firstly that the molecules

are in a non- degenerate electronic ground state, and secondly that the
frequency of the exciting radiation is far removed from any absorption of
the molecules.

The intensity I of Raman scattering at a displacement

from the exciting frequency V0

is given by

KM(V. Av|_1 - exp(-hAv/kT)~l

-J2
'vnm j

(
v

where K is a constant, M is the molar concentration of the scattering species,
and the denominator includes a Boltzmann factor allowing for the initial
molecular populations of the two vibrational levels designated by the labels
m and n to which the transition moment Pnm relates. Pnm in turn determines
the possibility of a transition between these two vibrational levels, being
related by the expression
£nm

= Jt(n)Pfm)* dr

(2.31)

to the induced dipole moment P generated by interaction of the molecular
electron cloud with the electric field associated with the exciting radiation.
For field strengths of the magnitude ordinarily used, the induced dipole
moment is itself determined by the product of the field E and the molecular
polarisability a:

P = "£

(2.32)

The molecular polarisability has the properties of a symmetric tensor,
characterised by six distinct components a , a , a , a , a
*
xx' yy 1 zz' xy' yz and a zx'

13

Like the dipole

moment, the polarisability is in general a function of

all the normal vibrational coordinates, and may be expanded as a Taylor
series with respect to these coordinates, neglecting terms higher than the
first.

Thus

= «o +

-'o v

(2-33)

In this equation, which is analogous to equation (2.26), a is the
polarisability tensor in the equilibrium configuration of the molecule and
(®e*/^Qjc )Q

is the so-called derived polarisability (also at the

equilibrium configuration) for the k th normal mode.

Like a itself,

is a symmetric tensor, each of its components being the value, at the
^oc.13./^Q,K
of the corresponding
Then the induced dipole moment of

equilibrium configuration, of the derivative
component of o*

(iorj = x, yorz).

a vibrating molecule may be expressed as

I - «S +
The first term

I

(2-3U)

c^E gives rise to a component of P which oscillates with

the frequency >U characteristic of JE, corresponding to the phenomenon of
Rayleigft scattering.

On the other hand, the second term contains the product

of two time-dependent factors, namely Qg, which oscillates with the normal
frequency V, , and E, which oscillates with the incident frequency *V ; the
corresponding contribution to the induced dipole moment is characterised by
the two new frequencies V^ +V^
corresponds to Raman scattering.

and V^ - V,^.

it is this contribution which

For a particular vibrational mode with the

normal coordinate CL. to be active in Raman scattering it follows that

for at least one of the components (i or j = x, y or z) of the polarisability
tensor.

Expressed in quantum-mechanical terms, this selection rule amounts

to the requirement that

d<
n)c* j- j A(m)*
I

4

0

(2.36)

for a transition between the vibrational states represented by y(m) and <J/(n).
By anology with the case of infrared absorption, therefore, a fundamental
transition is inactive in Raman scattering unless its vibrational
representation contains the same symmetry species as at least one of the
components of the polarisability tensor (or one combination of these
components) .
Like the corresponding conditions for infrared absorption, these selection
rules are "restricted" in the sense that their derivation is based on
certain assumptions, in particular, that the vibrations of a molecule are
Relaxation of the simplifying assumptions means a change

simple-harmonic.

in the nature of the potential energy and hence also in the wave equation
and its solutions.

For example, the eigenfunctions associated with anharmonic

rather than harmonic vibrations no longer possess the special properties of
the Hermite polynomials which form the basis of the restriction of transitions
to

Av

=

±1

in infrared absorption or in the Raman effect.

It is a

consequence of anharmonicity that overtones and combination tones of
vibrational fundamentals may become active in infrared absorption or Raman
scattering although, generally speaking, the 'restricted' selection rules
give a fairly good account of the observed spectra.
2.10 Polarisation of Scattered Light
The radiation scattered by a molecule has components in planes parallel and
perpendicular to the direction defined by the incident electric vector
(see Figure 2.1); in general, the intensities of these two components
and

!«

Ij_ are unequal, the ratio Ijj/Ij_ being termed the depolarisation ratio

or degree of depolarisation.

According to the Placzek theory'^ , the

depolarisation ratio of Rayleigh scattering emitted in a direction at 90°

2.1.

^olarisation of scattered li^ht.

16

to that of the incident light by a large number of molecules in random
orientations is given by

I,,

(2.37)

Here 5 and Y are the mean value and anisotropy invariants respectively
of the polarisability tensor, their definitions being as follows:
(oc xx + « yy + «zz )

(2.38)
\ -* /

and

2

i'r,.. _ a )2 + (w _tt )2 + (K _ K ,2
yy'

yy

zz

zz

xx

6(ct a +K 2 +e< s
xy

yz

zx

(2.39)
A similar expression applies to the depolarisation ratio of Raman scattering
emitted under analogous conditions, except that the mean value and anisotropy
invariants employed relate not to the polarisability but to the derived
polarisability tensor
by

ex. .» .

(^/^Qj^O

If £' - o, PP =

-J

said to be 'depolarised'; if &
said to be 'polarised'.
-- /

oC

JL

;=

n

u

with components conveniently denoted
and the scattered radiation is

/

0,

Pp <

J

and the radiation is

Group theoretical methods show that the condition

for which Pf <

2.

* arises only for vibrational modes

belonging to the totally symmetric representation of the molecular point
group, so that the degree of depolarisation can be used as a test of
molecular symmetry or as evidence for a particular vibrational assignment.
At a more quantitative level, polarisation measurements may provide an
insight into details of the molecular force field, providing information,
for example, about the extent of coupling between totally symmetric normal
modes.
2.11

Fluorescence and Resonance Effects
The Placzek treatment shows that, if the frequency of the exciting radiation
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VQ is far removed from any absorption region of the molecule, the intensity
of the Hainan scattering is roughly proportional to VQ /see equation (2.301/5
deviations from this fourth power dependence are an indication that the preconditions of the Placzek treatment have lapsed.

Thus, when the frequency

of the exciting radiation coincides with an absorption band of the molecule
under investigation, absorption and re-emission of radiation with a different
frequency commonly leads to the phenomenon of fluorescence, in the presence
of which the relatively weak Hainan scattering may be difficult to detect.
As little as 1 ppm of a fluorescent material can seriously affect the
observed spectrum.

Fluorescence bands are, however, easy to detect, being

generally broad and intense and extremely sensitive to variations in the
frequency of the exciting radiation.
As the exciting frequency approaches the origin of an electronic transition
of the molecule, the Hainan lines due to one or more fundamentals show a
pronounced enhancement in intensity, a change often accompanied by the
development of progressions of overtone or combination bands.

~^ This

so-called resonance Hainan effect is also marked by deviations from the
dependence of the scattered intensity on the fourth power of the existing
frequency.

In fact, the following expression has been derived to accommodate

the scattered intensity in circumstances such as these:

(2'37)
eg

0

Hence, it appears that, as the frequency difference V

between two

electronic states approaches V , the intensity of the scattered radiation
departs from its approximate dependence on V

.

It is generally observed,

\j

however, that the increase in intensity varies from one Raman line to another,
With a knowledge of the symmetry properties of the electronic transition,
characterised by the frequency v , certain predictions can be made
eg
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concerning the changes in intensity,

and it has been shown that the lines

subject to intensity enhancement as v0>v_ arise from vibrational modes which
contribute, via vibronic mixing, to the 'forbidden* intensity of the
electronic transition.
One feature which distinguishes resonance Raman from fluorescence effects is
the time-scale of the two processes.

Fluorescence is an absorption and

re-emission phenomenon in which the lifetime of the excited state is about
_7
s; Raman scattering, on the other hand, occurs on a time-scale of about
10
10~~

s.

This difference has been used to record the resonance Raman spectra
I *7

of fluorescent species.

One problem which is common to both resonance Raman

and fluorescence phenomena is that of sample heating; the heat produced may
be enough to destroy a thermally sensitive sample, or to volatilise a matrix
if the matrix isolation technique is being employed.

This problem may be
.

1 O

overcome in some cases by surface scanning of the laser beam over the sample.
Since resonance Raman spectra may be observed at very low concentrations
( * 10""%), the phenomenon may find increasing use in conjunction with the
matrix isolation technique, where the usual problem is one of low Raman
intensities.
NO

Resonance Raman spectra of matrix-isolated Cl_ ,

0 ~

and

have been reported, for example, and valuable information about

anharmonicities of vibrations has been obtained from the overtone progressions
in certain of the fundamentals.
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Chapter 3
MATRIX ISOLATION; EXPERIMEKTAL TECHNIQUES
3.1

Introduction
The principles of matrix isolation have already been outlined in Chapter 1.
The use of the technique was originally limited by ready access to suitable
cryogenic facilities, but with the commercial development of miniature
refrigerators, it has now become a widely exploited method.

The extent of

current interest in matrix isolation may be Judged by the number of books
3/r cfp_c^7
and reviews which have been devoted to the subject. '
The matrix-isolation technique has been applied in conjunction with a wide
variety of spectroscopic techniques, the deposition surface being modified
to suit the technique.

Thus, alkali halide windows have found widespread

use for studies of infrared and electronic spectra; a polished copper or
aluminium block has commonly been the deposition surface for Raman, a
sapphire rod for esr, and a beryllium disc for Mossbauer studies.

The

projects to be described in this thesis have been confined to studies of
the infrared and Raman spectra of the species concerned.
The essence of the technique is that the species under study is trapped in
a large excess of an inert, rigid matrix at low temperatures.

The

conditions employed lead to considerable simplification and sharpening of
the spectral features associated with the trapped molecules.

There are

three main reasons for these significant improvements: (i) vibrational f hot f
bands are eliminated because of the all but negligible probability of a
vibrational transition originating from any but the lowest vibrational
level; (ii) rotation of all but the smallest molecules is inhibited by the
matrix, leading to sharply defined vibrational bands; and (iii) resonance
fluorescence effects, which often mask the Raman spectra of gaseous
£ft
molecules,
appear often to be quenched when the molecules are trapped
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in a matrix.

The sharpness of the vibrational "bands allows the effects

of isotopic substitution to be assessed, to striking advantage.
3.2

Generation of Species
The generation and reactions of matrix-isolated species are summarised
in Figure 3»1«

^h® methods employed for bringing molecules into a matrix

environment generally fall into the following classes:
(a)

Trapping from the vapour phase.
pressure greater than ca 10

For stable molecules having a vapour

mm Eg at or below room temperature,

vapour-phase mixing with the matrix gas, followed by deposition, is a
straightforward procedure.

In some cases the use of elevated

temperatures is necessary, the species being generated by evaporation
from an oven or Knudsen cell and the effusing molecular beam caused
to co-condense with an excess of matrix gas.
such as 82
(b)

and Al^O

High temperature species

have been studied in this manner.

Production in a discharge in the valour phase.

An example of this

method is provided by the production of xenon dichloride when a
mixture of xenon and chlorine gases is passed through a microwave
discharge prior to deposition on a surface cooled to 20K. 61 The
dangers of this method, however, are illustrated by the fact that the
species obtained by similar treatment of a mixture of krypton and
/*O

chlorine, originally thought to be Cl_,
(c)

Co-condensation.

/£.

is now believed to be Cl ~.

This technique, developed by Andrews and Pimentel, ^

entails the co-deposition of a beam of metal atoms with a potential
reagent, such as a molecular halide. Hence, for example, radicals
66
such as CH~
and CC1have been generated by halide-abstraction.
(d)

Photolysis.

The most fruitful method of producing free radicals and

other species of interest has been photolysis in situ using ultraviolet or vacuum-ultraviolet radiation, as in the production of
radicals of the type NX (X = H, F, Cl, Br or ON) and OX (X = H, F or Cl)

Co-deposition with
metal atoms

Hot-tube pyrolysis
prior to deposition

Microwave or
electrical discharge
prior to deposition

Production and
trapping of molecular
ions, e.g. C2~~ and
i HC12 -

reactions

Secondary

(a) Reaction with
matrix to produce
e.g. HCO
(b) Reaction with
other guest species
to produce e.g. CO3

Pig. 3.1. A schematic summary of the types of system studied by matrix, isolation.

Short-Iivjd
gaseous species
e.g. C13 ;md XeCl 2

Moi'ecuies containing more than one
metal atom,
e.g. KO2 Rb

Generation of new
matrix-trapped
species, e.g. OF
CH3 , Ni(CO)3

Diffusion leading to
aggregation or o*;ier
matrix reactions, as
\/ithSiOandC!F3

Photoionization in
the presence of
alkali-metal atoms

Direct deposition
from vapour ohase

Matrixisolated
sample

Condensation
of molecular
beam from
Knudsen
cell

Co-deposition
with metal
atoms
o-deposition
using double
furnuc'.

High-temperature
gas-flow technique

Molecules containing metal atoms,
e.g. LiON

! Radicals formed
' bv atom-abstraction
reactions, e.g.
CC13 and OF

Gaseous pyrolysis
intermediates, e.g.
BHa

Molecules formed
by high-temperature
reactions, e.g. SiF2

High-temperature
molecules, e.g.
C3 and A1 2O

Volatile materials,
e.g. HO and SbFR
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from the parent molecules XBL and OX respectively.

The success of

this method depends on the coincidence of the frequency of the
photolysing radiation with an absorption band of the parent molecule,
on the condition hv ^ D(X-Y) if the fission of a bond X-Y is to occur,
and on the ability to counteract the f cage effect 1 of the host lattice.
Possible expedients for coping with the last of these problems include
(i) the production of an unreactive fragment which remains trapped in
an adjacent matrix site; (ii) production of a fragment small enough
to diffuse away from the photolysis site; (iii) stimulation of
67
diffusion by warming the matrix;
and (iv) photolysis during deposition
of the matrix to take advantage of the greater mobility implied by the
act of quenching.
3-3-

Conditions of Deposition
The matrix normally obtained by rapid quenching from the gas phase appears
to consist of a collection of randomly oriented microcrystallites
characterised by weak host-host and guest-host interactions.

The actual

choice of matrix material is governed by such factors as volatility,
inertness, rigidity etc

'

and also by its spectroscopic properties and

the nature of the species to be isolated.
The aim of most matrix-isolation experiments is to produce a sample with
optimum isolation of the species concerned within the host lattice, which
is itself transparent to the radiation used for spectroscopic measurements.
For Raman measurements, the latter requirement may be formulated, in part,
in terms of the ratio of the intensities of the inelastic (Raman) and
elastic (Rayleigh and Tyndall) scattered radiation.

In addition, the

matrix material should itself be relatively free from Raman scattering,
although such scattering from materials such as nitrogen and methane can
prove useful for the purpose of alignment of the sample with respect to
the incident radiation and spectrometer optics.

The scattering of radiation
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is less of a problem with infrared studies, since the particle size of
the microcrystallites is then small compared with the wavelength of the
radiation used.
In practice,- the requirements of isolation and transparency tend to be
mutually incompatible, and a balance has to be sought between the
experimental factors which may be
compromise.
(a)

varied in order to achieve the best

These factors are as follows:

The deposition rate.

This affects both the degree of isolation and

the transparency of the matrix.

Deposition rates are typically in

the order of 1-5? mmol of matrix gas per hour, with deposition times
of several hours; an alternative to this "slow spray-on" (SSO) method
is the "pulsed matrix isolation" (EMl) technique, in which the sample
is deposited in a matter of minutes in a series of pulses each involving
a volume of perhaps 10-20 era 3 of gas at a pressure in the order of
10-20 cm Hg.

This leads to a better degree of isolation than

slow spray-on 71 and to more transparent matrices, probably because
of local seeding and crystallising effects, but is applicable only in
those cases where the species to be isolated is sufficiently volatile
to allow pre-mixing with the matrix gas.
(b)

The deposition temperature.

The sample must normally be condensed

rapidly enough to restrict diffusion of molecules during condensation
and held at a temperature low enough to inhibit subsequent diffusion
of the trapped species.

A general, empirical rule is that the

deposition temperature should be appreciably less than half the
/'O

melting point (Tm/K) of the matrix material.

It is often found

that deposition at a temperature slightly higher than the lowest
attainable improves the transparency of the matrix, possibly through
improved annealing with the elimination of imperfections arising from
phase changes within the solid matrix (eg the a-3 phase change of

methane at 20. 2K72 ).
(c)

The matrix ratio.

True isolation is likely to be achieved only at

high ratios of matrix to solute molecules (M/S), usually greater
than 1000:1, but dependent also on the relative sizes of the matrix
and solute molecules.

At lower M/S ratios, molecular aggregates are

likely to be trapped, a condition usually
identifiable by the
•»
dependence oT the measured spectrum on- the matrix. ratio and by the
results of controlled warm-up experiments in which the aggregation
of monomeric molecules initiated by diffusion is monitored spectroscopically.
3.U

Matrix Effects
The vibrational properties of a molecule are invariably perturbed by its
interaction with a matrix environment, just as solvation modifies the
vibrational properties of a molecule with the transition from the vapour
to the solution phase.

The following effects may interfere with the

characterisation of molecular species but at the same time may also bear
ir.f crmatioi^ abou^ intennolecular I'crcts ^.iimn "oht matrix:
(a)

Frequency shifts.

Vibrational frequencies are subject to matrix

shifts which are usually less than 1-2% of the frequency associated
with the gaseous molecule, though shifts of up to ^CP/o have been
reported for highly polar molecules.
There have been several attempts to give a quantitative account of
these matrix-induced perturbations of the vibrational energy levels
ry-j

fQ

of a trapped molecule;

'

these have mostly been based on the

correlation between the polarisability of the matrix material and
the frequency of a particular vibrational mode of the isolated
molecule.

The intermolecular potential energy, and hence the matrix

shifts, may be expressed as the sum of dispersive, inductive, electrostatic and repulsive contributions, and expressions for the various

terms have "been derived on a semi-empirical "basis; the results of
this sort of treatment lend themselves to presentation in the form
of so-called 'Buckingham plots',

7)

whence the vibrational frequency

of the gaseous molecule may "be estimated "by extrapolation.
In many cases, the measured frequencies of isotopically distinct
species have been used to analyse the force field of a matrix-isolated
molecule.

The matrix shifts are normally comparable in magnitude
^

with anharmonicity corrections, so that the errors introduced by the
use of frequencies uncorrected for such shifts are likely to be no
greater than those incurred by assuming the force field to be
harmonic.

In fact, the ratio of the frequencies exhibited by two

isotopic versions of a molecule for a particular vibrational mode is
usually indistinguishable for the gaseous and matrix-isolated species,
so that the methods of normal coordinate analysis, including the
isotopic sum and product rules, may be legitimately applied to matrixisolated molecules.

With the aid of the frequencies for two or more

isotopically distinct molecules, such methods often allow the
possibility of determining certain of the molecular parameters which
contribute to the Wilson G matrix, and bond angles, for instance,
have thus been deduced for a variety of simple molecules.

Where it

has been possible to make comparisons between the molecular parameters
calculated for gaseous and matrix-isolated molecules, satisfactory
agreement emerges, as in the case of SCL, for which the bond angle
of 119

37' calculated for the matrix-isolated species agrees closely

with the value of 119

19* obtained from the microwave spectrum of

the gaseous molecule.
(b)

Molecular distortion.

Both positive and negative matrix shifts are

observed, and there is substantial evidence to suggest that the shift
tends to be more positive for low- frequency bending modes than for
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the higher frequency stretching modes of a particular molecule.
76
This observation has been rationalised
in terms of the
incompatibility of the guest molecule with the matrix cage, those
internal coordinates associated with low force constants being most
likely to be found in a T tight cage 1 as the molecule seeks out the
most economical way of accommodating itself in the space available.
The principal effects of such distortions are frequency shifts and
variations' in the relative intensities of the vibrational bands, but
it is conceivable that the symmetry of the trapped molecule may also
be lowered, leading to changes in the selection rules and in the
degeneracy of particular modes.
(c)

Matrix splitting.

It is often found that a multiplet is observed

where only a single band is expected; this may arise from different
orientations of the guest species within a particular matrix cage, or
from the population of more than one type of cage from the range of
opportunities offered by substitutional, interstitial and dislocation
sites within the matrix.

Changes in either of these circumstanceb

result in slight differences in the intermolecular forces between
the guest species and its environment which may manifest themselves
in discernible perturbations of the vibrational energy levels of the
guest species.

In addition, the degeneracy of certain vibrational

modes may be lifted by the symmetry of the matrix site; again,
perturbations by the proximity of another guest molecule may be
sufficient to produce observable differences in the vibrational
frequencies of the trapped molecule.

In practice, the various

mechanisms of matrix splitting may be distinguished by studying the
effects of diffusion and of systematic variations of the matrix
material and matrix ratio.

(d) Molecular orientation.

The possibility of matrix splitting arising

from different orientations of the guest molecule within the matrix
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cage has already been referred to; in some cases, for example that
of KP, 77 esr studies have provided evidence that the guest molecules
actually adopt preferred orientations relative to the trapping surface,
particularly in less rigid matrix supports such as neon.

This effect

is particularly significant in relation to the interpretation of
polarisation measurements involving the Bam an scattering due to matrixisolated molecules for which a random orientation has usually been
assumed, though not proved.

A possible method of testing whether

the isolated molecules are randomly oriented is to measure the
depolarisation ratio as a function of the angle of incidence of the
laser beam with respect to the deposition surface. 19
3.5> Application of Hainan Spectrometry to Matrix Isolation
Studies of the Hainan spectra of matrix-isolated species were rather slow
to develop in comparison with those involving the more sensitive technique
7ft ftn
of infrared spectroscopy, but preliminary experiments reported in 1971
~
established the feasibility of such studies, showing, for example, that as
little as 1 ppm of carbon di sulphide could be detected in a carbon dioxide
matrix.

Hainan spectroscopy possesses a number of advantages over other

methods of investigating matrix-isolated species: for example, almost the
entire energy range of- vibrational transitions can be covered in a single
scan without the need to change the optics of the spectrometer, and, in
contrast with infrared studies, there is no problem of interference from
atmospheric carbon dioxide or water vapour.

In addition, there is the

opportunity of observing totally symmetric modes, which are commonly seen
as the strongest bands in the Raman spectrum while being weak or even
inactive in infrared absorption.

This often leads to a fuller knowledge

of the vibrational properties of a matrix-isolated molecule and to a
better definition of the molecular force field.

Other advantages of the

technique include the possibilities of testing the uniformity of a matrix
by focussing the incident laser beam on different regions of the deposit,
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and of carrying out polarisation measurements (q.v.).
Apart from the difficulties associated with the inherent weakness

of the

Raman effect, the main problems posed by the application of the technique
to matrix-isolated species arise from the photolytic and thermal effects of
the laser radiation, from the limited resolution attainable with the relatively
large spectral slit widths normally required to achieve an acceptable signalto-noise ratio, from the optical properties of the matrix, and from
fluorescence originating either in impurities or in the matrix-isolated
species itself.

The optical properties of the matrix are particularly

important if spectra of good quality are to be secured, the level of background
scattering varying markedly with the nature of the matrix according to
whether it is a transparent glass, an opaque film or a microcrystalline
solid.
3.6 The Apparatus
The main components of the apparatus used for the present programme of
research were common to all the experimental systems studied using the matrix
isolation technique.
(a)

Cryogenic equipment.

All the experiments to be described were carried

out using an Air Products CS-202 'Displex 1 closed cycle refrigerator,
which enabled matrices to be deposited and maintained at temperatures
The principle of operation of this unit involves a
fti
in which helium is compressed to ca 330 psi,
modified Stirling cycle,
as low as 10K.

fed to the expander (Pig 3»2), where it undergoes cooling as a result
of the work which it is allowed to do, and then returned to the compressor,
The heat of compression is removed by heat exchange with either air or
cold water. 82 The temperature of the deposition surface was monitored
in practice either by means of a hydrogen vapour pressure bulb, which
could be used to measure temperatures in the range 12-25&, or using a
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Pig. 3-2. The Air Products CSA-202 Displex closed cycle
refrigeration system. The expander.

Valve motor
Valve disc
Surge volume
Surge orifice

Slack piston
First stage
displacer

Regenerator

Second stage
displacer
Regenerator

thermocouple of chromel and gold doped with 0.07 atom per cent iron,
the output of which was delivered to an Air Products APD-T3 * direct
temperature readout 1 .

By balancing the power of a small electrical

heater wrapped around the cold end of the refrigerator against that
of the refrigeration system, it was possible to provide for variations
of temperature and temperature control in the range 10-1£OK.
The Displex expander was contained in a demountable vacuum shroud
(Fig 3-3) in which it could be rotated without loss of vacuum or interruption of the gas flow.

For infrared experiments, caesium iodide

windows secured to opposite faces of the shroud were used to give
spectroscopic access to the central caesium iodide window, whereas in
Hainan studies the incident radiation and scattered radiation were
transmitted through Pyrex windows secured to adjacent faces, the
sample being deposited on a polished rectangular block of high purity
copper.

The shroud was evaculated by an NGN OPA-25 oil diffusion pump

(1-J-" internal diameter) backed by & PSR-2 rotary pump, the pump unit
being connected to the shroud by means of copper tubing and flexible
couplings of 1" internal diameter.
(b)

The Handling of Matrix Gases.

Matrix gases and substances with appreciable

vapour pressures at room temperature were handled using a conventional
high-vacuum line (Fig 3»U) evacuated by a rotary pump in conjunction
with a mercury diffusion pump.

Continuous deposition was carried out

via a needle valve coupled with an Edwards CG3 Bourdon gauge to control
and monitor the flow of gas; in the case of pulsed matrix isolation, the
delivery of gas was controlled by two taps separated by a reservoir with
a capacity of 20 cm .

The matrix gases, supplied by the British Oxygen

Company, were of 'Grade X 1 quality, for which a purity of 99.9f$6 or
better was claimed; they were used without any attempt at further
purification.
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(c)

Furnace Techniques.

For the deposition of materials with low vapour

pressures at normal temperatures, and for pyrolysis studies, it was
necessary to maintain the sample at a temperature somewhat above room
temperature and to co-condense the vapour with a large excess of
matrix gas introduced from the vacuum line through the needle valve.
The sample was contained in a length of Pyrex tubing having an internal
diameter of 6 mm connected to the shroud via a constriction and heated
by a small furnace wound with Ni chrome wire.

The temperature of the

sample was controlled by adjustment of the heating current using a
Zenith 'Yariac* potentiometer and monitored by means of a copper/
constantan thermocouple, the output of which was delivered to an
Advance Instruments DMM2 digital multimeter.
(d)

Photolytic Techniques.

The source of radiation forphotolysis experiments

was a Hanovia Uvitron 100 high-pressure mercury arc.

The thermal effects

of the radiation were minimised by the use of a water filter with a path
length of i| cm.

Matrices were irradiated via a quartz window mounted

in one face of the vacuum shroud adjacent to the deposition surface.
(e)

Infrared Spectrometers.

For infrared studies of matrix-isolated species,

the 'Displex 1 expander unit was supported vertically in the sample
chamber of a Perkin-Elmer Model 22f? infrared spectrophotometer.

This

is a double-beam, optical null instrument which covers the range £000-200
1
1
cm in four steps, and is capable of a resolution better than 0.5 cm
Radiation from a ! Globar ! (silicon carbide) source is predispersed by
a potassium bromide prism (in the range ^OOO-I^O cm

) or by scatter

plates (below l^O cm" ) before reaching the principal monochromator and
is finally detected by a thermocouple.

The frequency of the radiation

scanned determines which grating of the monochromator is used, as well
as the spectral order in which it functions.

A dry-air purging system

was used to improve the quality of the spectra in regions of atmospheric

absorption, particularly at frequencies below £(30 cm

.

Spectra were

calibrated by superposition of sharp lines in the vibration-rotation
0-3
spectra of water vapour, carbon dioxide and ammonia..
Preliminary studies of solids held at 77K using the apparatus
described in Section 3-6(g) were carried out with the aid of a PerkinElmer Model 1&] spectrophotometer.

This is again a double-beam, optical
_
null instrument; it covers the range 1^000- 25>0 cm in three steps, and
is capable of a resolution of about 2 cm

throughout the range.

Calibration of the spectra thus obtained was achieved by reference to
ft)
sharp bands in the infrared spectrum of a polystyrene film.
(f)

Raman Spectrometer.

Hainan studies were carried out using a Spex

Ramalog £ spectrophotometer.

In order to investigate the effects of

varying the angle of incidence of the exciting laser beam with respect
to the matrix deposit, it was appropriate to mount the 'Displex 1
expander and vacuum shroud horizontally.

In addition, the entire

system was supported on a movable trolley to allow maximum flexibility
in the precise position of the matrix sample.
The optical arrangement of the spectrometer is shown schematically
in Figure 3«5«

The laser light passes firstly through a beam expander
O£

and then through a so-called Claassen filter assembly,

a prism

monochromator with a narrow bandpass which allows discrimination
against unwanted plasma lines.

The light is then focussed on the

sample by a microscope objective; the collection optics collimate the
light scattered by the sample in a direction at 90° to that of the
incident radiation and fb cus it on the entrance slit of the monochromator.

The principal monochromator has two holographic gratings

each with 1800 lines mm

set in a Czerny-Turner optical arrangement;

the gratings are blazed for highest efficiency near £00 rm 3^ used
in their first order.

In addition, there is the option of a third

Fig, ^.s.. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE RAMAN SPECTROMETER
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monochromator directly preceding the detection system; this improves
spectral quality "by reducing the amount of stray scattered light,
The

particularly at frequencies close to that of the exciting line.

scattered light is detected by an RCA C3103U photomultiplier, which is
contained in a chamber cooled to -30 C to reduce the f dark noise* count
and so improve the signal to noise ratio.

This photomultiplier shows

approximately 99^ variation in quantum efficiency throughout the visible
region of the spectrum.

After amplification, the signal from the detector

is relayed to a 'photon counting 1 system, the output being monitored by
a chart recorder.

Raman spectra were calibrated by superposition of
Of

the atomic emission lines of a low-pressure neon discharge lamp.
One of two lasers was used to excite the Raman spectra measured in the
course of the present study.

The first, a Spectra-Physics Model 165

argon-ion laser, has two principal emissions, at 5>1U«5 an<^ U88.0 nm,
each with a maximum power output of about 1. f?W; in practice, the
emission at £llj..5 nm was generally preferred because of its comparative
freedom from secondary emission lines.

The second was a Spectra-

Physics Model 125 helium-neon laser having its principal emission at
632.8 nm.

This proved generally to be of limited use in matrix-isolation

studies because of its modest power output (in the order of £0 m¥)
combined with the reduction in intensity of Raman scattering and the
reduced sensitivity of the photomultiplier at longer wavelengths.
Nevertheless, its use was sometimes enforced by the phot ©sensitivity
or absorption exhibited by certain samples with respect to the radiation
produced by the argon-ion laser.
Preliminary Solid-Phase Studies.

In some cases, preliminary studies

of the infrared spectra of solid species held at low temperatures were
carried out prior to any matrix-isolation experiments.

The apparatus

used for these studies, which is shown in Figure 3-6, consisted
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Low temperature infrared cell.

essentially of an evacuable cell having a path length of 10 cm fitted
with caesium iodide windows.

In the centre of the cell, secured between

two copper mounting plates, was a central caesium iodide window on
which the solid sample could be condensed.

After deposition, this

window could be rotated in order to introduce the sample into the beam of the infrared spectrometer.

The window could be cooled via a copper

block mounted at the base of a reservoir capable of holding liquid
nitrogen; good thermal contact between the window and the reservoir was
ensured by the inclusion of two lead gaskets between the copper block
and the mounting plates.
3.7

Experimental Procedure
A matrix-isolation experiment was initiated by cooling of the 'Displex 1
unit, requiring a pressure inside the vacuum shroud not exceeding ca 10
torr.

Within about 1|5 minutes, the temperature of the cold station of the

'Displex 1 normally fell to a level where cryopumping caused the pressure
_7
torr, before the minimum operating
inside the shroud to fall to ca 10
temperature was reached.

The temperature of the deposition surface could

then be adjusted by balancing the power of the electrical heater against
that of the refrigerator itself.

The matrix was then formed by either

continuous or pulsed deposition, the deposition times for the two processes
being in the order of 2-3 hours and 10-1£ minutes respectively.

"Where

continuous deposition was employed, the deposition surface was generally
primed 1 by condensation of a thin layer of matrix gas prior to deposition
of the sample itself.

The build-up of the matrix was monitored spectro-

scopically from time to time by rotating the 'Displex 1 expander so as to
align the deposition surface for spectroscopic measurements and recording
the infrared or Banian spectrum of the deposit.

When the bands associated

with the isolated species had developed, sufficient intensity, deposition
was halted, and the spectrum was examined in detail; this normally occurred
after deposition of a total of U-6 mmol of material.
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It was desirable, though not always possible, to have some knowledge of the
matrix ratio used in a particular experiment.

Matrix ratios for pre-mixed

samples were simply equated with the composition of the gaseous mixture,
although this set no more than an upper limit to the ratio since the sticking
probability of the matrix gas is invariably lower than that of the less
Orj

volatile guest species, and may bQ. as low as 1£ per cent.

Determination

,

of the matrix ratio in a co- condensation experiment proved difficult.
oo

Moskovits and Ozin

have used a quartz microbalance to estimate the rate of

deposition of metal atoms effusing from a furnace.

In the present study,

however, it was sometimes possible, for substances with a low vapour
pressure at room temperature, to estimate the matrix ratio simply by
weighing the central deposition block or window before and after deposition
for a fixed time in the absence of any matrix gas; the block or window was
allowed to warm up to room temperature in an atmosphere of dry nitrogen
prior to the second weighing.

The amount of matrix gas deposited during

the course of an experiment was then estimated by measurement of the pressure
8
differential produced in a known volume of the vacuum line.

Chapter U
STUDIES OF SULPHDR-NITROGM SYSTEMS.

PART I;

DISULPHOR DINITRIDE, S2N2

Introduction
Sulphur and nitrogen form a variety of compounds, whether "binary in nature
or incorporating one or more other elements as substituents of a sulphurnitrogen framework.

The simplest of these compounds is the diatomic thiazyl

radical, SN, which has been detected, for example, by its electronic emission
spectrum in a mixture of nitrogen and sulphur vapour when subjected to the
91
90
On
and by its photoelectron spectrum.
action of an electric discharge,
i

the other hand, most sulphur-nitrogen compounds favour structures having a
cyclic -S-N framework which may be rationalised by the assumption that
92 Each
delocalised if - type interactions play a major part in the bonding.
sulphur atom is assumed to donate two electrons to the TT - system, as in the
case of the S^N-

ion (a planar seven-membered ring incorporating an S-S bond

linked by a sequence of alternating sulphur and nitrogen atoms

QO

), which

emerges as a 10rr system on the basis of a semi-empirical self-consistent
field treatment of the molecular orbitals. 9U Interest in this and other
aspects of sulphur-nitrogen compounds may be gauged by B number of ~ener.' n

reviews which have been published. 9^-99
The simplest ring system of the type (SN)n is disulphur dinitride, S^Np*
formed by passing the vapour of tetrasulphur tetranitride over silver wool
at elevated temperatures.

Crystal- structure determinations involving

the dinitride itself10^ and the adduct S2N2 (SbCl^

show that the four-

membered ring of alternating sulphur and nitrogen atoms is characterised by
trans-rjng sulphur- sulphur distances of 2.33 and 2.37-^ respectively, short
i

enough to imply a bonding sulphur- sulphur interaction in terms of overlapping
van der Waals radii (the van der Waals radius for the sulphur atom being
1.8$A

).

The relative stability of the nearly square-planar S N molecule

may be related tQ th@ fact that the ring has six TT- electrons in accordance
id-th the Huckel i|» 4; 2 rule;

5 simple Hiickel molecular-orbital theory suggests

that the molecule has one pair of electrons occupying a 7T - type bonding
There have, in fact, been several theoretical studies of this and
110
109
level; more
or Xa
other sulphur-nitrogen compounds, mainly at the CNDO
111
has led to a
recently, an ab initio molecular-orbital study of S N
orbital.

minimum energy for a square-planar structure in good agreement with the
geometry established experimentally for the crystalline solid.

This treatment

employed a basis set including 3d orbital s on sulphur; the presence of these
was found to be necessary to give a good account of the geometry of the
molecule, although their importance has been a matter of some controversy in
accounts of sulphur-nitrogen compounds.
The thermal instability exhibited by disulphur dinitride arises partly from
dimerisation to tetrasulphur tetranitride, S^NJL, but more importantly from
the formation of the polymeric species (SN) X - so called 'polythiazyl 1 which has recently aroused much interest because of the pronounced metallic
character implied by properties such as its electrical conductivity.
The polymerisation is normally induced simply by allowing the dinitride to
warm up to room temperature, but it has been shown that it may also be inauceu
117
A theoretical study of
photolytically at temperatures as low as -65°C.
118
has proposed two symmetry-equivalent reaction modes
the polymerisation

involving 'one-point

cleavage 1 of the 82^ ring and producing chains related

by a centre of symmetry (Fig. ij.. 1).

In the light of such observations, it

appeared that a study of the effects of controlled warming on the vibrational
spectrum of disulphur dinitride would repay investigation.
The main aim of the present study, however, was to obtain further information
concerning the structure of the isolated S?Np molecule and its vibrational
properties and to shed further light on the bonding by carrying out a normal
coordinate analysis on the basis of the measured vibrational frequencies.
Certain other molecules of the type X2Y2 are thought to exist in the form
of planar xingfl, notably the alkali halide dimers M, 11 ? the lithium oxide

dimer Li 0 , 120 and molecules of the type M^ (where M' = Si, Ge, Sn or
22 2*3
^ referred to in Chapter 1. Frequencies of the infrared-active
Pb)
fundamentals of such molecules have been measured; hence partial normal
coordinate calculations have been carried out for the alkali halide and
lithium oxide dimers assuming a central force field, and for the Group IV
oxide dimers assuming a general valence force field.
121 ' 122 and
The infrared spectrum of disulphur dinitride has been reported
?
interpreted on the basis of a planar rhombic structure with

2h symmetry.

There remains some doubt about these assignments, however, with the reporting
of no less than five bands widely separated in frequency in the spectrum of
the solid compound, as opposed to the three infrared-active fundamentals
expected for the isolated S N

molecule with its assumed -^2h symmetry.

Previous matrix-isolation studies in this Laboratory

123

have confirmed the

assignment of the three infrared-active fundamentals but further investigation
was necessary to determine the origin of the other two bands exhibited by
solid disulphur dinitride.
Since Hainan-active fundamentals have not been observed for any other cyclic
molecules of the type X^Y , it was of particular interest to measure the
Hainan spectrum of disulphur dinitride in order to complete the assignment of
frequencies to all six vibrational fundamentals of the molecule, thereby
allowing a complete normal coordinate analysis to be undertaken.

Earlier

attempts to measure the Hainan spectrum of disulphur dinitride were frustrated
121
Preliminary studies of the
by the thermal instability of the compound.
Hainan scattering due to the solid and the matrix-isolated molecule carried
123
met with more success but left open to
Laboratory
this
in
out previously
-.
doubt the assignment of the features observed.

One of the main purposes of

the present study was to carry out a more thorough and systematic examination,
seeking to establish the polarisation properties of the Hainan lines and to
determine the effects of isotopic substitution at nitrogen in order to

establish conclusively the origin and assignment of the observed scattering.
l|.2

Experimental
Tetrasulphur tetranitride was prepared by the formation first of thiotrithiazyl chloride, S, N 01, from disulphur di chloride and ammonium chloride,
followed by treatment of this intermediate with ammonia.

The dinitride

was then prepared in situ by pyro lysis of the vapour of tetrasulphur tetranitride which was passed over heated silver wool.

The apparatus for effecting

this pyrolysis, illustrated in Figure U. 2, consisted of a simple two stage
furnace incorporating a Pyrex. glass ampoule approximately 1^ cm long and
having an internal diameter of 6 mm, connected directly to the vacuum shroud
of the matrix isolation assembly via a constriction.

The ampoule, containing

at one end a sample of tetrasulphur tetranitride, was packed with a column
10 cm long of very fine silver wire as supplied by Johnson Matthey Metals Ltd.
Pyrolysis

temperatures as high as 300 C

and as low as 130 0

have been

reported elsewhere; in the present study the best results were obtained when
the silver wool was maintained at a temperature of 180-200 C during deposition.A convenient deposition rate was achieved by vaporising the

tetraBuipnur

tetranitride at 70-75 C (no definite details about the vapour pressure of
tetrasulphur tetranitride are available, but qualitative observations have
been taken to suggest a vapour pressure of about 1 mm Hg at 130 C

).

In

some experiments, particularly those concerned with the study of l£N-labelled
species, it was found more convenient to generate the tetrasulphur tetranitride
in situ by controlled pyrolysis of thiotrithiazyl chloride, S.NJ31, at 95>100°C. 123

In order to study the volatile products of pyrolysis, the material effusing
from the heated column of silver wool was co-condensed with a stream of
matrix gas on a cold caesium iodide window or copper block.

The matrix gas -

argon, krypton, nitrogen or methane - was deposited typically at a rate of
2 mmol/hr, total deposition times generally being about 2-3 hours.

These

deposition conditions led to matrix ratios, SN: matrix gas, in the order

-O

Fig

Projection of prevalent chains in (SN)
and centres of symmetry ( )

showing 21 axes (1 )

(ref. 118).

B2^f cone (to
vacuu.T. shroud)
\

Attmaratua tor the pyrolysis of tetrasulphur tetranitride.

of 1:800.

Preliminary infrared studies of films of solid disulphur

dinitride held at 77K were carried out using the apparatus described in
Section 3«6(g); deposition times were then in the order of 30-1*5 min.
Infrared Spectra
Figure ij.3 illustrates a spectrum typical of those obtained during
preliminary studies involving a film of solid disulphur dinitride held at
"i

The frequencies of the absorptions thus observed are listed in

Table 1^.1, together with those previously reported in the literature. 121 ' 1 22
The Table also includes the frequencies of the infrared bands attributed to
the S N

molecule isolated in an argon matrix at 20K; these are derived
from the earlier studies carried out by Peake. 123 Selected regions of the
infrared spectrum of the matrix-isolated molecule are illustrated, for

reference, in Figures i^.l^ and U-5»
The infrared spectrum of polycrystalline disulphur dinitride shows a total
121 122
of five bands.
'
Of these the two at 660 and 230 cm 1 have been
shown 123 to be absent from the spectra not only of the matrix-isolated
species, but also of the solid condensed from the vapour phase at 20K.

In

addition, the band at 660 cm

appears to be absent from the spectrum of
the dinitride in the vapour phase and in solution. 121 Of the bands

observed in the present study, those occurring at approximately 9UG, 710,
—1

550 and 3UO cm

originate in traces of tetrasulphur tetranitride, 1 P1 '

1 9P

'

and weak bands near 1000 cm exhibited by some samples may be attributable
to the polymer (SN) . 1 ?7 The presence of both of these impurities arises
.A.
presumably either from improperly adjusted conditions of pyrolysis or from
thermal annealing of the condensate occasioned, for example, by poor thermal
contact "between the deposition surface and the refrigerant.
On the evidence of this and previous studies, it appears therefore that
the infrared spectrum of the S_N_ molecule contains only three absorptions
attributable to vlbrational fundamentals.

It appears too that the solid

1200
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Table 4.1. Frequencies and Assignments of the Infrar-d Binds
Observed in Studies of Disulohur Dinitride

-1 a
Frequency/cm

Assignment

Solid, 77K

Solid, 80K

Solid,193K

Ar matrix, 20K

(here)

(ref. 113)

(ref. 119)

(ref. 120)

S 4\

936
793

795

735

789.2

3 k\

705

663

wb

665

s^\

553

480

W S 2N 2

474

476

473.7

V b 2u )S 2N 2

SA

346

221

91

35.0

V^ (b 1u )S 2N 2

Footnotes
(a) Frequencies measured to +2 cm
(b) See text.

-1 .
in the present study.

quenched at 20K has a random arrangement of S N units, which are effectively
self-isolated'.

The three bands located at 789, 1+73 and 90 cm"

in the

infrared spectrum of matrix-isolated S N- have already been assigned by
123
in accordance with the details given in Table lj.1, to the three
Peake,
infrared-active fundamentals (^1u + "2U + ^3u) expected for a planar S N
Such an interpretation is also consistent
with the assignment of these bands favoured by Bragin and Evans, 122 and

molecule having Dh symmetry.

nothing brougjit to light by the present study^has given cause to alter the
consensus of opinion.
Further experiments were carried out in which a film of solid di sulphur
dinitride was deposited on a caesium iodide window at 20K and then allowed
to warm up in a controlled manner, in order to investigate the effects of
annealing on the infrared spectrum of the solid.

Illustrations of the

results of these experiments are given in Figures 1*.6 and 1*.7» which
demonstrate the appearance on warming, apparently independently of each
other (at approximately 100K and 15>OK respectively) of the additional bands
at 660 and 230 cm~ normally associated with polycrystalline di sulphur
dinitride.

Consideration has been given to a variety of possibilities in

seeking to account for these extra bands: (i) that they arise through the
reduction in effective symmetry impressed on the S_N_ molecule by the site
which it occupies in the crystal lattice; (ii) that they result from
correlation between the molecules which make up the unit cell of crystalline
di sulphur dinitride; (iii) that they correspond to translational or
librational motions of the SJJ. molecules within the unit cell; (iv) that
they, originate in defects of the crystal lattice; or (v) that they are due
to a different phase either of di sulphur dinitride itself or of some other
compound, eg (SN)X.

The possibility that the extra bands arise through the reduction ill
effective symmetry Imposed on the S2N2 molecule by the crystal site has

(b)

(a)

1000

600

400

Fig. 4.6. Infrared spectrum of solid S^ at (a) 5QK Cb) 70K.

800

i .
200

cm

1000

^^

200

cm

"been investigated by the method of factor group analysis.
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The

effective symmetry group in the crystal is G^ (Figure I|..8) and the
correlation chart shown in Table l^.2 may be constructed for the internal
vibrations of the two SpNp molecules which make up the unit cell.

There is

clearly no correlation of infrared-active and Raman-active modes, and on
this basis there is no reason for expecting extra bands to appear because
qf the reduction in effective symmetry.

In fact, there should be six

infrared-active modes for crystalline disulphur dinitride, but unless there
is strong correlation between the molecules (ie strong intermolar forces),
these will appear as three absorptions each consisting of two virtually
coincident components.

The fact that the frequencies of the internal

vibrations of the S N molecule suffer little change with the transition
from the solid to the matrix-isolated condition provides a strong argument
against the presence of "strong intermolecular forces" in crystalline
disulphur dinitride.
On the basis of the foregoing arguments, then, explanations (i) and (ii)
seem unlikely.

In addition, explanation (iii) is made relatively implausible

by the fact that the frequencies of the extra bands are substantially
higher than those normally associated with the "lattice modes" of molecular
-10Q

solids. J

Hence the most likely explanations of those listed appear to

be (iv) and (v).

Defects simply, involving packing of S_N molecules are

unlikely to cause the appearance of the extra bands, but the defects could
arise from a change of form of some molecules, possibly as a prelude to
polymerisation (Figure 1+.9); in this sense there is really no distinction
between (iv) and (v).
As noted previously, there are two symmetry-equivalent reaction pathways
open to the polymerisation of disulphur dinitride involving 'one point
11ft
cleavage 1 of the S-N. ring,
and the exact course of the polymerisation

may depend on the conditions of thermal annealing.

The existence of these

Fig« 4.8. The b-axis projection of the crystal structure of S?Hp
shoving symmetry elements - centres of symmetry ( )
and
axes (S) (ref. 118).

NJ

Jit*.A* Possible intermediates in the polymerisation of

Table ^.2. Correlation Chart for the Internal Vibrations of the
p

Molecules in Crystalline Disulphur Dinitride

Isolated molecule, D_,

B 1u

B

C., site

, , factor group
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two distinct modes could well have a bearing on the apparently independent
appearance of these two extra absorptions.

The band at 660 cm

reflects the stretching vibration of an open-chain S N moiety.
of the band at 230 cm

possibly
The origin

is rather less obvious, although it would rise from a

deformation mode of a unit of the type shown in Figure h'9»
lj..l| Raman Spectra
The Raman spectrum attributed to disulphur dinitride, whether in the form of
the solid condensed from the gas phase at 20K, of the annealed solid, or of a
matrix-isolated sample, consistently showed just three bands comparable in intensity at approximately 615>» 890 and 930 cm
for the solid at 20K and for S N

.

Examples of the spectra recorded

molecules isolated in a solid nitrogen,

argon, krypton or methane matrix are shown in Figures i|.10 to U.lii* and the
measured frequencies are listed in Table U»3*

In some experiments, the

scattering included other bands, either in addition to, or actually in place
of, those associated with disulphur dinitride (Figure JL|..15).

The frequencies

of these bands are also included in Table i;.3- Two such bands, at £60 and
1
1 ?6
720 cm , evidently arose from the presence of tetrasulphur tetranitride,
while the broad feature at lj.70 cm
feature at about 670 cm

, often very intense, and a weaker, broad

are probably due to polythiazyl, (SN)rx», the Ra^an

spectrum of which has been reported.

131

The simplicity of the vibrational spectrum associated with disulphur dinitride
both in the solid state and in the matrix-isolated condition, combined with
the apparent operation of the mutual exclusion rule governing the activity of
vibrations in infrared absorption and Raman scattering, is consistent with a
centrosymmetric structure of D2h symmetry for the Sr$2 molecule.

This view

is supported by measurement of the depolarisation ratios of the Raman lines
due to matrix-isolated disulphur dinitride; the results of such measurements
involving a nitrogen matrix are shown in Figure U.16.

Two of the three Raman-

active fundamentals associated with an S?u molecule having I>2h symmetry are
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Table *f.3» Frequencies and Assignments of Raman Bands Observed in

Studies of Solid 5ind Matrix Isolated Diaulphur Dinitride

Frequency/cm

Solid

30K

1 a

Assignment

N2 matrix Ar matrix Kr matrix CH, matrix
20K

20K

20K

20K

470b

V70b

470b

*f70b

560°

561°

613

617

617

621

670b

670b

670b

670b

725°

72^ c

390

336

339

923

929

93*f

615

(SN)•x ?

560°

LL
V (a

LL
^^

W

(SN) X ?

723°

sk*k

392

399

V3 (b 1g )S 2N.

926

928

WVV

Footnotes
(a) frequencies of S N

bands measured to +1 cm

.

(b) Usually observed in absence of S Np bands.
(c) Occasionally observed in conjunction with 'S

Table

bands.

Frequencies and Assignments of I?aman Bands Associated
v/ith the
"^requency/cm

15
-1 a

Molecule ~~in an --.rgon '•latrix~"~"at 20K
Assignment

617

868
902

Footnote
(a) Frequencies measured to +1 cm

totally symmetric (A ) and indeed two of the three Raman lines "believed to
D

originate in matrix-isolated S_Np molecules were found to be polarised, a
feature clearly in evidence in Figure LJ.. 16.

Although the results of

polarisation measurements on the Raman spectra of matrix-isolated molecules
should be interpreted with caution, 19 the observed Raman lines have therefore
been assigned in accordance with the scheme detailed in Table U«3assignment of the scattering at 615 cm

The

to the symmetrical in-plane

deformation rather than the corresponding S-N stretching mode, despite its
being the most intense of the three Raman lines, was found to be necessary
in order to solve the secular determinant defining the A fundamentals of the
D

S N molecule (see section 1|.5>).
The appearance in the Raman spectrum of two bands in close proximity (near
890 and 930 cm

) and of almost equal intensity led initially to consideratio:

of the possibility of Fermi resonance.

Such an interaction might involve,

on the one hand, an overtone of an unobserved fundamental having a frequency
_1
of about 1+5>0 cm
and, on the other hand, a genuine fundamental belonging to
the same symmetry class (A_) also with a frequency close to 900 cm

.

Thus,

two alternative sets of frequencies were initially considered for the Ramanactive fundamentals, namely 930, 890 and 615> cm
(in the absence of Fermi
_-i
resonance) and ca 900, 615 and ca l^O cm
(if Fermi resonance is assumed to

occur).
The eventual assignment of all three lines in the observed Raman spectrum
to vibrational fundamentals of the S N^ molecule was based on two pieces of
evidence.

In the first place, the measured depolarisation ratios already

referred to were totally in keeping with such an assignment; in the event of
Fermi resonance, all three lines should be polarised.

Raman spectrum of the molecule S

In addition, the

N^ isolated in an argon matrix was

measured, with the results illustrated in Figure i|. 17 and the frequencies
in Table l^.l^.

The measured frequency shifts of the three bands

I
i.

II
-1
890 cm" band

1___I

J___1

615 cm

-1

band

ir?. ^.16. Polarisation me isurements on the Raman spectrum of <S^N 0 isolated irk a nitrogen matrix.

-*- 930 cnTband

1

910

Fig

838

isolated

670

i nan argon matrix at

the molecule S. 15,

• Raman spectrum associated with

67

relative to those for S

TT

corresponded closely to the results of

calculations "based on the assumption that the "bands originate in the three
Hainan-active fundamentals of the S N molecule.
After deposition at 20K of a sample of polycrystalline disulphur dinitride
free from impurities, as judged "by its Raman spectrum, attention was
focussed on the effects of controlled warming on the Raman spectrum of the
deposit.

No additional bands were observed to develop under these conditions,

in marked contrast to the response of the infrared spectrum; the bands due to
disulphur dinitride merely decreased in intensity at temperatures above 1£OK.
A very poorly scattering yellow-black deposit was eventually obtained at room
temperature, and shown by its infrared spectrum to contain tetrasulphur
tetranitride.

Again this contrasts with the conclusions drawn from the

infrared studies, which gave no evidence for the formation of tetrasulphur
tetranitride on annealing.

It is possible that annealing follows a different

course in the Raman studies either because of irradiation of the deposit by
the laser or because of the replacement of caesium iodide as the deposition
surface by a copper block.
1|.5> Normal Coordinate Analysis
Reference has already been made to the influence of delocalised 7T -type
bonding on the structure of the S K molecule (see Section U. 1).

The fact

that the highest frequency ascribed to a vibrational fundamental of S N
does not exceed 9i;0 cm"

is in keeping both with this delocalisation and

with the cyclic structure of the molecule; by contrast, acyclic S-N species
are generally characterised by much higher S-N stretching frequencies (eg
1 ^"3
1 ^?
—1
for the gaseous molecules NSC1 •* and NSP ^ respectively).
132U and 1372 cm
In view of the knowledge already gained about the structure of S N ,
calculation of the force constants on the basis of the measured vibrational
frequencies may be expected to lead to various interaction terms reflecting
the influence of it-type and transannular S-S interactions.

68

In the first instance, however, the possibility of obtaining an estimate
of the bond angle of the matrix-isolated S N molecule warrants
investigation since it is not obvious that the isolated molecule should
have the same geometry as the S N_ molecule in crystalline di sulphur
dinitride.

In the case of the unique big mode v~, the corresponding

blocks of the symmetrised F and £ matrices each consist of a single element,
given in the case of the G matrix by- the expression
sin2 0 +
Here p
20

and ^

= £S-N-S,

cos 2 0)

are the reciprocals of the appropriate atomic masses and
The secular equation therefore becomes

2F11 (/AN sin2 0 +/* s cos 2 0) = ^2 C 2V2

(I;. 2)

in which F^ is the corresponding F matrix element.
are known for two different values of p

Hence, if values of V_

, ie if the frequencies are

available for two different isotopic versions of the molecule in which its
symmetry is preserved, it is possible to obtain a value for the bond angle
at nitrogen.

For the S N_ molecule isolated in an argon matrix, the Hainan

line assigned to the b^

fundamental was found to occur at 889 and 868 cm

S TL and EL T\L respectiye]y. These frequencies lead to a value for L. S-N-S
of 90.9 ± 1«5 > which is in remarkably close agreement with the value of
90.1|2

obtained by X-ray diffraction for the S N

disulphur dinitride.

105

molecule in crystalline

The error limit quoted refers to the continued

assumption of simple harmonic motion and not to any allowance for
anharmonicity, which is considered unlikely to be important for this
particular vibration.

Hence it appears that the geometry of the S N

molecule in the matrix-isolated condition is essentially the same as that
in the crystalline solid, lending further support to the view that the
molecular units of the crystal are subject to comparatively weak intermolecular forces.

In order to determine a set of force constants for the molecule, it was

for
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G matrix.
necessary to calculate all the elements of the Wilson ^^f

This

calculation requires a knowledge of the bond lengths and bond angles of the
molecule, and the values assumed correspond to those determined by X-ray
diffraction for single crystals of disulphur dinitride (all S-N bond lengths
equal at 1.6£A and/S-N-S = 90.1|2O ).

G matrix has been obtained in
^ The ^^^

the first place by manual calculation, the method adopted being to choose a
set of six internal coordinates (Figure 1|. 18), express these in terms of
Cartesian displacement coordinates by means of the transform matrix B, and
determine the product B M

B

(sae Chapter 2).

The calculation has been

repeated using a computer programe (MAT, which is based on the Wilson vector
method and again requires for its input the molecular dimensions and a suitable
set of internal coordinates; there is extremely close agreement between the
results obtained by the two methods.

The algebraic expressions linking the

internal symmetry coordinates employed to the internal coordinates are listed
in Table l|.£.

The expressions for the G, matrix elements derived by the first

method are listed in Table lj.6 and the numerical values of the elements
obtained by the second method appear in Table U-7Once the G matrix has been evaluated, the next step is to obtain expressions
for the elements of the corresponding F, matrix in terms of the molecular
force constants.

A general valence force field has been chosen initially,

and details of the corresponding unsymmetrised and symmetrised £ matrices
are given in Tables i|.8 and 1|.9 respectively.

In fact, the calculations

have shown that considerable simplification of the force field is possible
since all the observed frequencies are satisfactorily accommodated by a
symmetrised g matrix in which the off-diagonal elements are set equal to
zero.

On this evidence, the stretch-bend interaction involving the

appears to be negligible.
coordinates of the A~
& block
The calculation of P matrix elements complying with the observed frequencies
has been carried out using a second computer program FGSOL. ^'

^5

This
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8, Internal coordinates of the SpNp molecule,

Internal Symmetry Coordinates Used in the Normal

T»bl*

-^•^—™^^.^_____»»___^

Coordinate Analysis of the SN

Molecule

(See Figure ^.18 for an explanation of the symbols)

Symmetry block

Coordinate

g

B

B

S, = i(p1 -P2+p_-pJf )

2u

B

Footnotes
1. The b.

fundamental (the out-of-plane deformation) has

been ignored.
2. The redundancy affecting the b

coordinates is later

eliminated *s a zero root in the solution of the relevant
secular equation.
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Table ^.6. Elements of the Symmetrised G Matrix for the S^N,, Molecule

Symmetry block

Element

2(^ N cos

cr
o

12

9 +

sin

2/2

OS

9)

= 2(i* N sin 2 6 + M

G

B

n
•J J

9)

. 2

'22

B.

2

cos

2

9)

sin 2 9)

'55

cos

9

) sin 9 cos 9
Li

,- r

ob

sin" 9
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Table *t.7. Numerical Values of the Symmetrised G Matrix Elements
for the S^N_
Molecule/
————————
2—2———————
"

Symmetry block

Element

'11

1.02366

12

-0.3^365

G 22

0.755 VI

G

1.0295^

33

1.03^13

2u

B

3u

Value'

1.01908

55
G56

0.37934

n
U66

0.^3377

"ootnote
f a)
^ ^ Actual values multiplied by 10, as calculated using the

computer program G.MAT.

Table ^.8. Unsymmetrised F Matrix for the S N

Molecule b.ised

on the Assumption of a General Valence Force Field

Internal Coordinate

^
_L

f

X-

r

^
,r 1 r2
±

T r
12

Ti Tk

Tl rk

, r l r3

T* d
1
1

CxT

f

T*

T-

T^

13

fr

1 2

^

T*

1

oC

1

f T*

f

f

fr

f

r
12

f

r

"" T'

O(

f

1 1

"'•y CX

^1 1

1

^^

r^ 2

r 1°C 1

T
"oc

O^

r 1*2

" <Vb^

^

^

J^^CX

.

r1K1

1

n

]T ^^

«2

r1 2

f

r1 r2

7^ Of
"12

^

frir^

r*

OC

^

r oc
1 2

f

f

r

r 1 r3

n

••

T*

1 2

PtOC

"^
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Table 4.9. Elements of the Symmetrised F Matrix for the S^N^
Molecule Expressed in terms of Valence Force Constants

Symmetry block

Elements

11

21

. * +fr <* > F22 = r (
12
11

+f
F,.,. = f -f
r
r r r
33

B

= ^"r +f rr — f

2u

F

'3u

F" = VVa"^

B

-f

+f

F 65

= r

employs the so-called method of stepwise coupling, in which all off-diagonal
elements in the /vF and G matrices are initially ignored tut then introduced
"f
in several stages, corresponding to successive coupling of individual
vi"brational modes.
S N

As the symmetry blocks of the F and G matrices for the

molecule are small, however, it is a relatively simple task to perform

this calculation manually.
The numerical values determined for the elements of the symmetrised F matrix
are listed in Table 1|.10, together with the calculated isotopic shifts
associated with the switch from S

Tfl

to S

N ; these shifts are seen to

match the observed values (also listed in Table lj.«10) within experimental
error.

Table i|. 11 lists the magnitudes of the actual stretching and bending

force constants.

Reference has already been made in Section \\.\\ to the need

to assign the Hainan lines near 930 and 61 5 cm

to the S-N stretching and

in-plane deformation modes respectively in order to secure a satisfactory
solution of the secular equation.
produces an isotopic shift of 32 cm

In fact, replacement of

Ttf by

N

for the scattering at higher frequency

and practically zero for that at lower frequency, leaving little room for
doubt that the former corresponds to a vibration in which motion of the
nitrogen atoms predominates, whereas the latter corresponds to a vibration
in which motion of the sulphur atoms predominates.
The value of 328.5 N m
constant of S N

obtained for the principal stretching force

is appreciably lower than the value of about [4.30 N m~

predicted on the basis of the relationship between bond length and force
constant derived by Glemser et al. 1 1>£> for sulphur-nitrogen bonds. However,
this relationship was based on the properties of acyclic molecules and its
predictions may well be invalid when applied to cyclic systems, particularly
in view of the much lower stability of S N

as compared with its acyclic

counterparts and the considerable strain imposed by its almost square-planar
geometry.

7
Table 4.10. Calculated F Matrix Elements and Isotopic Shifts

for the Matrix Isolated S N

Symmetry block

F matrix

Numerical

element

value

•V

11

37^.4

F22

469. 4

F 12

0.0

3, g

?33

B2U

E3u

V

A

g

Molecule

Isotopic shift/cm"
(S 2

N 2-S 2

N2 )

calc

obs

31.

32.0

0. i

0.0

^52.0

20.3

21.0

v

127.3

11.0

12.1

"55

359.3

18.4

13.3

F^06

0.0

.- ootnote
(a) Units are as follows:

33**

and

, N m~ ; F22 , K

-2
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Table 4.11. Calculated Valence Force Constants for the 3pNp Molecule

Force constant

Numerical value'

328.5
-77.^4
.7

38.6

172.3

'ootnote
(a) Units are as follows: f,f
_
, N m" .

, f

,f

» ^ anc^
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The molecule is characterised by substantial stretch-stretch interaction
force constants which are associated presumably with the delocalised
The

bonding implied by the results of molecular-orbital studies.
seemingly large value of 1?2.3 N m

deduced for the sum of the principal

bending and bend-bend interaction force constants is suggestive, as is the
short S-S distance, of substantial cross-ring interactions between the
sulphur atoms. However, the results of the most recent ab initio molecular1 ^7
indicate that while adjacent atoms are bonded (positive
orbital study
overlap), cross-ring bonding is absent, presumably as a result of repulsive
interactions between lone-pair electrons.

The unusual negative value of

fr-|r_ (Table i|.1l) might also be indicative of such interactions.
any interactions between the sulphur atoms in the S N

Hence

molecule appear to be

of a non-bonded nature; this contrasts with the S,kK,/•- molecule for which there
is evidence of considerable cross-ring bonding involving the
(Chapter

sulphur atoms
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Chapter 5>
STUDIES OF SULPHDR-NITROGEN SYSTEMS. PART II; TMASULPHUR TETRANITRIDE,i—Si.N,
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
L^

%• ^

Introduction
After a detailed investigation of the vibrational spectra of disulphur
dinitride and their relationship to its molecular structure, the next step
was to tackle its precursor, tetrasulphur tetranitride, in a similar vein
in order that the two compounds might be compared.
the most familiar sulphur-nitrogen compound,
as 1o*35>,

"1 *3ft

recently.

Tetrasulphur tetranitride,

was first prepared as long ago

but little was known ^about its structure until comparatively
It is formed as either the main product or a by-product in a

variety of reactions; standard methods of preparation -include the interaction
of a sulphur chloride with ammonia in an inert solvent such as carbon
tetrachloride . 139 The chemistry of tetrasulphur tetranitride has been the
subject of two fairly detailed reviews published comparatively recently.

'

The S^NL molecule is now known, as a result of electron diffraction^ and
X-ray diffraction 1lj.2 studies, to consist of a buckled eight-membered ring of
I^a

symmetry, in which the nitrogen atoms form a square and the sulphur

atoms lie at the corners of a slightly distorted tetrahedron (Figure f>.l).
The following features of this -structure are particularly noteworthy.
(i)

The eight S-N bond lengths are identical at 1.616 + O.OlX, 11^2 a
distance significantly shorter than that normally associated with
an S-N single bond (ca 1.7^

)•

I* ^as been suggested in one

quarter ^ that the bond length corresponds to a bond order of about
1.6$.
(ii)

The S—— S distances along the edges of the tetrahedron (2 x 2.£8A
and U x 2.69!) are appreciably shorter than the sum of the van der
Waals radii (3.69^ in orthorhombic sulphur ^) and actually at the
upper limit of the range normally associated with S-S single bonds
(ca 2.00-2.6oX depending on the relative contributions made by the
1) £
valence s- and JD- orbital s of the sulphur atoms
).
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Fig. 5.1. The S. N, molecule.

Fig. 5-2. The As.S, molecule.

32

(iii)

The N-N distances along the sides of the square are again much
shorter than the sum of the relevant van der Waals radii (3.lX)

,

but there is no conclusive evidence for significant N-N bonding.

''

^

Several attempts have been made to explain the observed geometry of the
molecule.

One such interpretation, 1l±9 based on symmetry arguments concerned

with the effects of various distortions of a planar structure of D]^, symmetry,
leads to the conclusion that the configuration of lowest energy should consist
of eight single S-N bonds and two transannular S-S bonds.

Two relatively

strong S-S interactions are also implied by CKDO/2 calculations, ^ but these
also indicate an S-N bond order of 1.5 arising from highly delocalised
1 islands 1 of electron density superimposed on the <f- framework emulating the
151
features attributed to the cyclophosphazenes.
The second interpretation,
unlike the first, assumes a contribution from the 3df-o^bitals of the sulphur
atoms.
It has been suggested by Banister 152 that the sulphur atoms each provide two
electrons for the tr-bonds and that one of the two ! lone pairs 1 on each atom
acquires a contribution from certain of the 3d.-orbitals to give two further
bonding electrons of higher energy.

If one non-bonding pair of electrons is

allocated to each atom, fourteen pairs of bonding electrons remain; eight of
these are allocated to the S-N ^-framework, leaving six pairs of higher
energy to bind together the sulphur atoms making up the near-tetrahedral S.
unit.

The structure of SKNK may also be contrasted with that of As^S^

(Figure 5«2), " in which the electronegativity values of the constituent
atoms (As, 2.2; S, 2.6; N, 3.0

) are such that the 3cL-orbitals of the

sulphur are no longer contracted by an excess positive charge, and which is
thought to be fairly well represented by a model involving ten localised
single bonds.

152

More recently, however, a self-consistent field/CNDO treatment of
discounts the possibility of significant d-orbital participation.

The S-N

and S-S bonds are considered to be relatively localised, slightly bent
) implicating almost pure j>-orbitals, with the lone

single bonds (of PL

pairs occupying almost pure 3^r°^i"fcals in the case of sulphur, and orbitals
having both 2§_- and 2]>-character in the case of nitrogen.

The bent form of

the bonds explains the classical ! strain 1 in the SrN). molecule and its
157
while the electron delocalisation suggested by
thermal instability,
1 ) ft
is thought to arise from interaction between
diamagnetic ring currents
the lone pair electrons on each nitrogen atom and the jD-orbitals on the
adjacent sulphur atoms.

The question of the electronic structure of tetra-

sulphur tetranitride still appears to be unresolved, therefore, although it
seems to be generally agreed that there are appreciable S-S but negligible
N-N interactions.
There has also been some uncertainty about the interpretation of the
vibrational spectra of the S^N^ molecule.

Infrared and Raman spectra

1^7
attributed to tetrasulphur tetranitride were reported as long ago as 195>3»
but the assignment of the observed features attempted then was based on an
incorrect molecular structure. Further confusion was added by Griffith and
1 ^R
in their studies of the Raman spectrum of tetrasulphur tetranitride
Rutt
in solution, leading^ to the assignment of Raman lines at IjJU and 1^6 cm

to

fundamentals of the 81% molecule; in fact, these lines almost certainly
arose from the presence of sulphur in the sample of tetrasulphur tetranitride.
Bragin and Evans 1 22 carried out a complete normal coordinate analysis of the
SJ.NI molecule but this still left considerable room for doubt about the
vibrational assignments on which it was based.
In this Laboratory, Cunningham

\

carried out further investigations on the

vibrational spectra of tetrasulphur tetranitride and performed a partial
normal coordinate analysis of the molecule, but here again the absence of a
complete and reliable vibrational assignment limited the scope and significance
of the calculations.

More recently, Sawodny and his co-workers have reported

a complete assignment of the fundamental vibrations of the S[^N» molecule;
in this they have sought, for example, to distinguish between the l>2 anc^ e
modes, which are active in both infrared absorption and Hainan scattering,
by the splitting of the e modes in the spectra of solid tetrasulphur tetra
nitride.

Again force constant calculations were carried out but were

incomplete, only the principal S-N and S-S stretching force constants
being quoted in the published account; the major difficulty, as with all
previous studies of this nature, was simply the lack of sufficient information
(relating, for example, to the effects of isotopic substitution) to provide
a proper definition of the molecular force field.
The aim of the present study was, therefore, to obtain the information
required for a complete normal coordinate analysis by measuring for the
first time the infrared and Raman spectra of the matrix-isolated Sj^IT],
molecule.

As well as yielding accurate values of the vibrational frequencies

and, in principle, such aids to assignment as the polarisation properties of
the Hainan scattering, such a study would also lend itself particularly well
to the vibrational characterisation of a different isotopic version of the
molecule, namely Si ^N^.

The additional information made available in this

way might reasonably be expected to enable the performance of a complete
normal coordinate analysis of the S]^Ni molecule.

¥ith this achieved, the

force constants would naturally invite comparisons with those of related mole
cules (particularly disulphur dinitride) for the light which they might shed
on the electronic structures of the molecules.
5.2 Experimental
Orange crystals of tetrasulphur tetranitride were prepared by the method
referred to in Chapter 1+, Section 1|.2.

The vaporisation of the tetra

sulphur tetranitride was achieved in apparatus similar in design to that
used for the preparation of disulphur dinitride, but with the pyrolysis stage
now omitted; accordingly the assembly took the form of a simple Pyrex-glass

ampoule approximately 6-7 cm long and having an internal diameter of 6 mm,
again giving direct access to the vacuum shroud via a constriction.

Convenient

rates of deposition were achieved by vaporising- the tetrasulphur tetranitride
at $5-60 C prior to infrared studies and at 70-75°C prior to Raman studies.
Experiments involving

N-enriched tetrasulphur tetranitride were most

conveniently performed by generating it in situ by controlled pyrolysis of
1^
12^
^N-enriched thiotrithiazyl
chloride, S,N Cl.
•* The conditions of
deposition were otherwise similar to those employed in the studies of
disulphur dinitride.
5.3

Infrared Spectra
The infrared spectra exhibited by matrices containing tetrasulphur tetranitride
isolated, in solid nitrogen, argon or krypton are illustrated in Figures 5»3
"to £.£, -and expanded versions of portions of these spectra are reproduced in
Figure $.6.

Figure 5«7 depicts the spectrum of an argon matrix incorporating
the products of controlled pyrolysis of 15N-enriched thiotrithiazyl chloride;

here the bands are predominantly attributable to the infrared-active
fundamentals of the molecule S,

N, .

The measured frequencies of the absorptions

occurring in all these spectra are listed in Table 5» 1 •
The S,N, molecule belongs to the Dp , point group and therefore possesses
fourteen distinct vibrational fundamentals which are accommodated by the
.representation 3a-j + 2a2 + 2b-| + 3^2 + ^e *

According to the selection rules,

the two ar> fundamentals respond neither to infrared absorption nor to Raman
scattering.

All twelve of the remaining fundamentals are expected to be

Raman-active (3a-i + 2b-j + 3b2 + Ue) > "but only the b2 and e modes to be
infrared-active.

In principle, therefore, seven vibrational fundamentals

should be observable in the infrared spectrum, although previous measurements
*1 OQ

9

1 9^

'

1 (~\C\

suggest that at least one of these occurs at a frequency less

_1
than 2^0 cm , the effective limit of detection of the apparatus used in the
present study.
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Fig. 5«3» Infrared spectrum of S^N.
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isolated in a nitrogen matrix.
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Fig. 5.6. Bands in the infrared spectrum of S^Nj isolated in an argon matrix.
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Fig. 5.7. Infrared spectrum of an^ argon matrix containing the products
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1cof pyrolysis of
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T=b'e ~. 1. Frequencies of Infrared Bands Observed in Studies of
Matrix Isolated Tetrasul-ohur Tetranitride

.

matrix

Ar n^trix

Kr matrix

Ar matrix

9^5.7

9kk.2

919.8

768.0

768.0
710.7

707.6

710.5

693.0

556.5

55^.2

557. ^f

5^.5

519.3

519.0

519.0

519?

3^2.0

337.3

337.0

331.0
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The infrared, spectrum exhibited "by tetrasulphor tetranitride invariably
contained four strong absorptions: with the molecules isolated in an argon
matrix, these were located at 9U5»7» 70?. 6, ^5U- 2 and 337.3 cm" .

In

addition, two weaker features were often, but not always, observed at
_-|
and 519 cm , the intensities appearing to vary in sympathy with those of

the stronger bands.

All six bands may be assigned to infrared-active

fundamentals of the SN^ molecule, in agreement with the assignments made
1 pp
in previous investigations.
'
The frequencies of the four strong
absorptions are also in close^ agreement, it may be noted, with those
attributed to the presence of tetrasulphur tetranitride in the studies of
disulphur dinitride described in Chapter Ij..
On the basis of the infrared spectrum of the molecule Si TTi alone, it is
not possible to distinguish between the b2 and e fundamentals. Such a
1 ^n
distinction has been claimed, however, by Sawodny et al.
on the basis of
the splitting developed by the absorptions due to the degenerate vibrations
and attributable to the lowering to C s of the site symmetry of the SjJJL
molecules in solid tetrasulphur tetranitride.

Additional evidence has been

afforded in the present study by measurements of the vibrational spectra
of /" Ni_7 tetrasulphur tetranitride, allowing the distinction between the
and e modes to be made within the context of the normal coordinate
analysis of the S, N, molecule.

In fact, this evidence supports the
1 60
assignments proposed by Sawodny et al;
on this basis, the infrared
absorptions located at 707.6 and 55U-2 cm"

(for the S, %, molecule

isolated in an argon matrix) are assigned to the b^ fundamentals vg and v
while those at 9^5.7, 7^8, £19 and 337*3 cm
fundamentals V

V

, V

and v>

are assigned to the e

respectively.

Hainan Spectra
The Raman spectrum of matrix-isolated tetrasulphur tetranitride exhibited
__•}
two v-5ry strong bands at approximately 200 and 220 cm and tv:o somewhat
lower in intensity at approximately 56"0 and 720 cm" , along with several
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other weaker features.

Examples of the Raman scattering from S, TT,

isolated in a nitrogen, argon or methane matrix are shown in Figures
to 5.10.

Figure $.11 shows the Raman spectrum of an argon matrix containing

the products of controlled pyrolysis of

N-enriched thiotrithiazyl chloride;
,

again this consisted predominantly of bands attributable to the S,
molecule.

The measured frequencies of the Raman lines occurring in all these

spectra are listed in Table £.2.
The selection rules imply that, in principle, all but the a fundamentals
of the S, N, molecule should be active in Raman scattering.

Although it

appears that some of the Raman_ lines are so weak as to escape detection,
the main concern is to locate those fundamentals which are inactive in
infrared absorption, namely the a., and b. modes.
occurring near 220, £60 and 720 cm

In fact, the Raman lines

have previously been assigned to the

three a,, fundamentals on the evidence of the depolarisation ratios which
they display when tetrasulphur tetranitride is in solution.

*

"1 9^

The

results of polarisation measurements involving S, N, molecules isolated in
a nitrogen matrix, as carried out in the present investigation, are illustrated
in Figure 5*12, and afford added evidence. in favour of the assignment of
these three lines to the a. fundamentals.
The two b. fundamentals are easily identifiable in principle as the only
ones which do not respond to infrared absorption and give rise to depolarised
Raman lines.
of 200 cm"

The lower in frequency of the two intense bands in the region
has previously been assigned to the third b? fundamental,

but the frequency measured in the present investigation (20£.£ cm

for the

molecule isolated in an argon matrix) does not coincide with that of the
infrared absorption previously assigned to this fundamental (ca 180 cm

).

122, 126, 160 The resu]_-ts O f the present study suggest that a weaker
feature, occurring at 185 cm

for an argon matrix and apparently unresolved

in previous measurements, should be assigned to V^, the third b
leaving the strong band at 205-5 cm

fundamental,

to be ascribed to one of the two bi
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Fig. 5«8» Raman spectrum of Sj.Ni. isolated in a nitrogen matrix.
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Table 5.2. 'Frequencies of rZaman Bands Observed in Studies of
'•atrix Isolated Tetrasulohur Tetranitride

S<? 4 1 ^%

q 15«
S /f : %

N_ m^tri'/c

Ar matrix

136.0

135.0

138.0

133.0

23$. 0

205.5

202.0

20*f.O

223.5

223.0

221.0

221.0

3^3

336

CH.

matrix

Ar matrix

521
561.0

560.5

560.0

559.5

725.3

723.0

723.5

70if.O

"'

i

560 cm

-1

«

JL

JL

220 and 200 cm"-1 bands

band
720
band
Fig. 5.12. Polarisation measurements on the Raman spectrum of sj} n l} isolated in a nitrogen matrix.
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cm
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I

o
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fundamentals (V ).
The assignment of the other b 1 mode (v,) is even less clear-cut, with
no evidence, for example, to support the existence either of the bands
at 888 and 61J? cm-1 assigned to the b 1 fundamentals by Bragin and Evans, 122
or of that at £28 cm
al.

suggested as an alternative candidate by Sawodny et

-There is, however, weak scattering at 731 cm

in the Hainan

spectrum of solid tetrasulphur tetranitride which has been provisionally
1 ?6
assigned to v>-(b ) by Cunningham,
and although there was no clear sign
of such a band in the spectra of matrix-isolated tetrasulphur tetranitride
recorded in the present investigation, this assignment has been adopted on
the strength of its apparent consistency with the ensuing normal coordinate
analysis.
Table £»3 summarises the conclusions reached on the basis of the measurements
described here or elsewhere by providing a complete list of the assignments
favoured for those vibrational fundamentals of the S, N, molecule which are
4 4
amenable to detection in either infrared absorption or Raman scattering.
Normal Coordinate Analysis
As in the case of the S N molecule, calculation of a set of force constants
consistent with the measured vibrational frequencies may be expected to
bring to light interaction terms reflecting the influence of electron
delocalisation, and comparison with the force constants already deduced
for S N may highlight important similarities or differences between the
two molecules.
For the S, N, molecule, as for the S N molecule, the first step in the
determination of a set of force constants was to calculate the elements
of the Wilson G matrix.

The values of the interbond angles and bond lengths

assumed for this purpose were those determined by X-ray diffraction using
single crystals of tetrasulphur tetranitride, namely an N-S-N angle of 10)4°,
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Table 5.3. Assignments of the Vibrational Fundamentals of the
SN

Symmetry species

Fundamental

Frequency

723. cr

A

560.5a
"223. Oa

731

B.

7

205.5C

707.6

B.

.2
10

11
12
13

185.0

9^5.7
768.0'
519.0'

337.3

Footnotes
(a) Rarmn spectrum, Ar matrix.
Cb) Infrared spectruii, Ar matrix.
(c) "R-s-nan spectrum, solid (ref. 126).

Molecule
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an S-S-N angle of 90°, and all the S-N bond lengths set equal at 1.62A.
The set of internal coordinates chosen was similar to that employed by
122
Bragin and Evans,
comprising eight S-N stretching, two S-S stretching
and eight S-S-N bending coordinates (Figure 5.13).

These result in a

complete set of internal symmetry coordinates, the algebraic expressions
for which are given in Table 5»U» with no redundancies.

The numerical

values of the G matrix elements derived from these coordinates using the
computer program (MAT are listed in Table 5»5«
Having calculated the elements of the Gr matrix, it was then possible to
check some of the vibrational assignments for the Si Ni molecule using the
product rule,

'

oO

which relates the frequencies of different isotopic

versions of the same molecule as described in Chapter 2.

In the case of

the S, Ni molecule the rule was applied to those symmetry classes for which
all the frequencies of the molecule S,
a1 and b

classes.

N, had been measured, namely the

The calculations were carried out using the rule as

expressed in equation (2.25), which involves the determinants of the
appropriate blocks in the Gr matrix.

The results are listed in Table $.6

and appear to afford additional evidence in favour of the proposed
assignments.
With reference to the F matrix, a general valence force field was chosen,
and Tables 5«7 and 5-8

record the details of the corresponding

unsymmetrised and symmetrised F matrices respectively.

In this caso, it

was found necessary to retain most of the off-diagonal elements in order
to accommodate all the observed frequencies.

The method of calculating

the off-diagonal elements was essentially one of trial and error until
the values inserted, together with those computed for the diagonal elements,
yielded an F matrix which would satisfactorily accommodate all the observed
frequencies for both isotopic versions of the molecule.

The numorical

values determined for the elements of the symmetrised F matrix are catalogued

10**

Fig. 5.13- Internal coordinates of 3, N. .
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Table 5.^. Internal Symmetry Coordinates Used in the formal
Coordinate Analysis of the S.N. Molecule
(See Figure 5«13 for an explanation of the symbols)

Symmetry block

Coordinate

S

=

S

=

r3+ *V r5+ r+
r6

rg )

B.

S7 =
So =

E

S^ =

rV
r 5 8>

Footnote
The a_ fundamentals, inactive in both infrared absorption and

on scattering, h"ve been ignored.
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Table 5.5. Numerical Values of the Symmetrised G Matrix Elements
for the Si N. Molecule'

Symmetry block

Element

Value

0.67990
G

12

G 13

G 22
'23

" 33

0.34738
0.00000

0.50975
-0.38502
0.62373
0.33079

12
; 22

•n

B

E

11

0.04374
0.51010

1.22114

G 12

•0.34736

} 13

0.00000

'22

0.50978

'23

•0.38502

G 33

0.62373

11
f 12

0.95052
•0.27062

22
'23

•0.13533
0.34737
1.10141
0.34736
0.00000

33

0.65505
0.00000

0.27210

Footnote
Actual values multiplied by 10, as calculated using the
com outer program GHAT.
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Table 5.5, Product Rule Calculations for the

Molecule

block

Sk

Frequencies

0.0^0115

0.337^9

723.0

73^.0

560.5

559.5

223.0

221.0

7.573x10 15

TT(v 2 )

B

catio

N

0.933

0.928

block
Ratio

Frequencies

0.013199

D.011752

707.6

693.0

55^.2

5^0.5

135.3

133.0

5.25<*X 1D'

0.390

3.393
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Table 5.7. Unsymmetrised F Matrix for the S^N^ Molecule Based
on the Assumption of a General Valence Force Field

Internal Coordinate

r*

£

i

,
fr

r.fi,

fr,r

'»

fr.-*,

^

fr

F','

f'Sg

f'.'g

'-rt, V.

*fr*i*

«•,*»

fr,*,

fa

f',*,

fir/,

'if,

61*7

f'.*

*f*
g^T

F-A
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T^ble 5.8. Elements of the Symmetrised F Matrix for the S.N.
Molecule Expressed in Terms of Valence Force Constants

Symmetry block

Elements
Flt =

B

B.

E
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in Table f?.9> together with the calculated and observed differences
between the frequencies associated with the molecules S, TT, and S,
, .
k k
k k
Hence it is clear that the observed frequency shifts are closely reproduced
by the calculations.

Table 5.10 lists the magnitudes of the actual

stretching and bending force constants corresponding to the optimum fit
of the measured frequencies.
_-j
The principal S-N stretching force constant, at 319 N m , is of the same
order as that calculated for the S N molecule (328.5 N m~~ ) and again
much smaller than the empirical relationship between force constant and
1 36
bond length derived by denser et al. ^ might lead one to expect, affording
further evidence that this relationship is inapplicable to cyclic sulphurnitrogen molecules (see also Table £.11).

It is also significantly smaller

than the valiaes previously calculated for the S, N, molecule by Bragin and
—1 1 PP
—1
>
Evans (ij.1 1 N m )
and by Sawodny et al. (50£ N m ) .
These
discrepancies presumably arise, at least in part, from differences in the
assignments, particularly affecting the b^ fundamentals.

The differences

might also reflect differences in the off-diagonal elements o£ the F matrix;
the comparatively large values of some of these are indicative of significant
mixing of the internal coordinates, which may limit the significance of the
force constants.
The differences between cyclic and acyclic sulphur-nitrogen species are
also apparent, of course, in the relative magnitudes of the vibrational
frequencies, with neither S, N, nor S N having a fundamental at a frequency
_ -i
exceeding 9^0 cm . In the case of Si NK in particular, the structure of
the molecule dictates that any S-N stretching motion must necessarily
involve some deformation of the S, N, ring and vice versa, quite apart
from any interaction between the different internal coordinates which may
be incurred by the vibrations of a particular symmetry class.

This is

reflected in the dispersion of the observed frequencies attributable to
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Table 5.9* C^lcul^ted ? Matrix Elements =*nd Isotot)ic Shifts
the Matrix Isolated S.N, Molecule
Symmetry block

Tumerical
v-.lue

F Ttrix
element

Isotopic shift/cm"' '
(3 ''Si -S 15Ii )
calc

Ai

Bi

? 11

^.3

r 12

-130.0

? 13

0.0

V
"22

52^.3

"23
F33

120.0

19.2

19.5

0.5

0.0

225.5

1.8

2.0

"11

339.0

19.6

'22

93.7

1.5

1.5

291.2

1^.6

14.6

13.6

13.7

T-l

•m

T3
B2

1 1

230.0

V
-12

!15
E

0.0

"22

715.5

F 23

170.0

F33

106.6

2.3

2.0

F11

25.0

25.9

IT
-12

396.3
72.0

F13

20.0

? llf

-130.0

"22

250.9

? 23

-iBo.o

19.6

20.0

I2k

•^33

39^. 1

F 3^f

0.0

5.1

7.1

^2.2

ll U.

Footiote
TJ~'its -^re -'-

-n

, N rad

obs

22
'.

/• '-

>

T

' ^

\

-?

f -P.

\

^

1 "22 -V '"22^ 2^-33'

6.3
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T«ble 5.10. Calculated ^.lence ^orce Constants for the S.N, Molecule

Force constant
f

r

f i* r
12
f

f

r1 r4

"•lumerical value
319.4
54.6

-16.7
-4.3
71.8

f
fr r ' fr p.
fd
fd1 d2
Vl'S d2

0.0

166.1
59.5
0.0
115.2

v/
^v
*
i
*t
*tt<f*t f^j,
f*«

S*i

fr1^
fr^2

fr 4
frV
fr<|> ' fr i ^ fr A

6.3
.45.6
-13.4
-22.5
0.0
50.9
-32.3
-32.3
40.3
-95.1
0.0

fl £

32.3

'•X

5.7

Footnote
(a) All force con^t^nts expressed in ••! in

.

3.
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Table 5.11. C-vm-'.risin of 5-^ Stretching Force Constants in S.\7 .
with those of Related Molecules

and S -T

Molecule

^r ** T \
lj '.

*

'

f K *\;
r»
rs:--r

Reference

1.42

134

1009

1.45

89

S0 2 CNH2 ) 2

542

1.60

162

,H2S0 3H

310

1.73

163

(C F3S) 5N

5*.

1.70

164

srro

522

.1.62

165

S 2N 2

328

1.65

This work

319

1.62

This work

F,SN

1255

FSN

1071

C1SN

fundamentals of the S, N, molecule throughout the range 180-950 cm
without any obvious gap separating one group from another.

The same

effect is evident in the magnitudes of the S-S-N bending force constants.
The magnitudes of the interaction force constants of S, N, ,
those of S N

in common with

are consistent with a measure of electron delocalisation

(involving for example, TT- type interactions).

The extent of such

delocalisation may be gauged, however, by the fact that appreciable stretchstretch interaction force constants are found only for pairs of S-N bonds
which are adjacent.
S N

Comparison of the orbital energy levels of S, N, and

derived from their He(l) and He(ll) photoelectron spectra

1 "3V

shows

certain differences which suggest that the smaller ring size and nearplanarity of S N

are compatible with more extensive electron delocalisation,

The magnitude of the S-S stretching force constant implied by the present
*
—1
calculations (166 N m ) agrees closely with that deduced by Bragin and
122
Evans
and is also comparable with that suggested by Cunningham f s
calculations.

On the other hand, it is five times greater than the

value of 31 N m

proposed by Sawodny et al.

Although the reason for

this discrepancy is not clear, the value obtained in the present study
suggests substantial S-S bonding though with a bond order rather less than
unity (compare, for example, the S-S stretching force constant of about
25>0 N m

estimated for the molecule HSSH

).

Such a conclusion is

consistent with the results of the most recent ab initio molecular-orbital
137
calculations, •" in which positive overlap populations are associated with
adjacent pairs of sulphur atoms, albeit at a level significantly inferior
to those associated with adjacent sulphur-nitrogen pairs.

Similar

calculations signify, on the other hand, that cross-ring S-S bonding is
absent from the S_N molecule, interaction between the sulphur atoms
being dominated by repulsion between the opposing lone-pair electrons.

Further information about the degree of S-S bonding in the S, N, molecule

may be obtained by consideration of the intensities and depolarisation
ratios of the Hainan lines, in particular that near 220 cm"

which is

associated with the breathing motion of the S, tetrahedron.

The relatively

high intensity and apparent small depolarisation ratio of this line indicate
that it is associated with a sizeable mean polarisability derivative
suggestive of appreciable S-S bonding, by anology with similar evidence for
166
Hf-B' bonding in the molecule Hf(EH, ),
and for Pb-Pb bonding in the
polynuclear hydroxylead complexes Pb, (OH), ^+ and Pb6 (OH)g

.

On the

other hand, the breathing modes of the P, units in the molecules P, and
_-i
P, 0, occur at much higher frequencies (606 and $62 cm respectively),
suggesting that S-S bonding in S, Ni probably occurs to a somewhat lesser
extent than P-P bonding in these two molecules.

The main conclusions to be drawn from the vibrational spectra of disulphur
dinitride and tetrasulphur tetranitride, as measured and analysed in this
project, may therefore be summarised as follows :(i)

The vibrational frequencies associated with S-N stretching motions
of the molecules are substantially lower than those characteristic
of acyclic sulphur-nitrogen molecules, and the calculated S-N
stretching force constants are conspicuously smaller than the
experience of acyclic sulphur-nitrogen molecules would lead one to
expect.

(ii)

The magnitudes of interaction force constants imply a significant
degree of electron delocalisation extending over three or more
atomic centres.

This delocalisation appears to encompass the whole

of the ring in S NQ but to be rather less extensive in relation to

(iii)

the framework of S, N, .
4 k
There appears to be substantial cross-ring S-S bonding in S^N, , in

agreement with the results of molecular- orbital calculations.

137

Some form of S-S interaction appears to be present in S ?N_ but

116

molecular-orbital calculations suggest that this takes the form
not of a "bonding interaction "but of a repulsion between the
opposing lone-pair electrons.
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Chapter 6
MATRIX ISOLATION OF CHROMIUM TRICHLORIDE OXIDE. CrOCl?
6.1

Introduction
The maximum oxidation state exhibited by chromium is the one corresponding
to the maximum involvement of its 3d- and i|S electrons, namely Cr(Vl), but
the most stable state in an environment of donor atoms like 0, F or 01 is
Cr(lll) (d^); octahedral coordination of a Cr(lll) centre affords a sort of
'half-filled shell 1 stability arising from single occupation of each t ^D level.
The intermediate oxidation states Cr(lV) and Cr(v) do not often give rise to
long-lived species in aqueous solution, and until recently were thought to be
I51i
important under such conditions only as intermediates in redox reactions;
however, a stable, water-soluble chromium (v) compound, potassium bis
(2-hydroxy-2-methylbutanoato) oxochromate (V) monohydrate, has now been
prepared.
In addition, a number of solid chromium (V) compounds have been isolated.

17?— 1 7^>

Thus, the pentafluoride , CrF^, may be obtained by fluorination of the metal,
176
whereas treatment of chromium (Vl)
the trifluoride or the trichloride,
oxide with a fluorinating agent like GIF. or BrF- yields the trifluoride
oxide CrOF«. '•* There are also known anionic complexes, viz /Or OXjjT""
r*

*^?—

(X = F or 01 ) and /CrOCl-/ ~» obtained, for example, by reduction of chromium
(VI) oxide with concentrated hydrochloric acid (or glacial acetic acid
saturated with hydrogen chloride) in the presence of alkali-metal ions at 0 C.
Chromium trichloride oxide, CrOCl , was first characterised as a product of
the reaction between chromium (Vl) oxide and either thionyl chloride or
1 vR
In a subsequent study, the possibility of preparing
sulphuryl chloride.
chromium trichloride oxide by the following general route has been investigated:
+ 2(X-C1) ———> (X-O-X) + CrOCl
Consideration of the mean bond energies associated with the units X-C1 and
X-O-X for a series of chlorides and the corresponding oxides, with due

118

allowance for the nature of the by-products of the above reaction, leads
to the conclusion that boron trichloride is likely to be the most favourable
reagent.

In fact, the reaction between chromium dichloride dioxide and boron

trichloride was the source of the samples of chromium trichloride oxide used
in the present study.
Reports suggest that chromium trichloride oxide is photosensitive and
thermally unstable, disproportionating at temperatures above 0°C to give
chromium dichloride dioxide, CrO Cl , and unidentified chromium (ill) species.

178

The measured magnetic moment of 1.80 ^-g corresponds closely to the theoretical
•spin-only 1 value of 1.73/^B for "^he sin£le unpaired electron associated with
a Cr(V) species. An ultraviolet-visible absorption spectrum has also been
1 Ro
showing a broad, intense absorption centred at 390 nm (log E ^3»2)
reported,
with a shoulder at 522 nm (log E»/2.7) (Figure 6.1).

The only other physical

properties established for chromium trichloride oxide prior to the present
study were as follows: (i) the infrared spectrum of a Nujol mull, characterised
181
and (ii) the ultraviolet photoelectron
by very broad and indistinct bands,
1 fit
the photoelectron spectrum has been
spectrum of the vapour (Pig 6.2);
interpreted in terms of a simplified molecular orbital scheme based on
182
and
SCF-Xa calculations on the manganese trichloride oxide molecule
illustrated in Figure 6.3-

This interpretation has been supported by ab

initio molecular orbital calculations on the CrOCl- molecule itself.

1ft"5

*

The aim of the present study was to attempt the isolation of the molecule
CrOCl- in a solid, inert matrix at low temperatures, and to investigate the
effect of varying the nature of the matrix.

Once this objectd.ve had been

achieved, it was hoped to gain some insight into the structure and bonding
of CrOCl- on the basis of the vibrational spectrum of the matrix-isolated
molecule.

The reasons for carrying out such a study may be summarised as

follows:
(i)

It afforded the possibility of comparing the main features of the

119

nm

Fig. o.1. Ultraviolet-visible absorption spectrum of GrOCl
(ref. 180).

10

12

I.E./eV

•?. Ultraviolet ohotoelecti-*on spectrum of CrOCl-, v-ipour
(ref. 131).
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vibrational spectrum of the CrOCl- molecule with those previously
established for other molecules of the type MOX-, such as trifluoramine oxide,

the well-defined phosphorous trihalide oxides,

and the recently characterised arsenic trihalide oxides.
(ii)

'

*l ft7

The d' electronic configuration makes chromium trichloride oxide an
ideal model for study by other techniques such as electron paramagnetic
resonance

(iii)

and electronic absorption spectroscopy.

"i Ro

*i oft

The possible influence of Jahn-Teller distortions on the structure
and vibrational properties of a d1 system like CrOCl- is a matter of
some interest.

Consideration of the related VC1, . molecule reveals
4

that in the u.v. -visible absorption spectrum, the single band expected
for a d' molecule is split into three components at 6600, 7880 and
-1
9010 cm > possibly as a consequence of Jahn-Teller effects. 191 In
the vibrational spectrum of this molecule a splitting of up to ij.0 cm
on the part of the Raman-active mode v (a-|) has been predicted.

1 Q5

However, no such splitting has been observed in the Racan spectrum
193
measured for vanadium tetrachloride,
and it has been suggested

that any permanent distortion from tetrahedral geometry is so small
19U
as to be undetectable.
The Jahn-Teller effect may, of course, not
manifest itself in a permanent distortion of the molecule in its
ground state; coupling of electronic and vibrational functions may
simply lead to more complicated electronic and vibrational states.
(iv)

Access to reasonably accurate vibrational frequencies for the ground
state of the CrOCl-. molecule is likely to assist the interpretation
of fine structure in the u.v. -visible spectrum of the molecule.

(v)

Added interest is imparted by the potential importance of chromium
(V) species as reaction intermediates in redox reactions of chromium
compounds, particularly in the oxidation of organic compounds by
/ \ species.
.195
chromium (VI)

6.2 Experimental
The samples of chromium trichloride oxide used in these experiments were
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kindly provided by Mrs V H Thomas, having "been prepared by the action of
boron trichloride on chromium dichloride dioxide in a sealed vessel at -20°C,
followed by sublimation of the product in vacuo from a trap held at 0 C to one
held at -30 C.

The material, consisting of black or very dark red crystals,

was stored at liquid nitrogen temperatures in a Pyrex glass U-tube fitted
with two Young1 s greaseless taps (Fig 6.1;).

Immediately prior to an

experiment, the tube, held at 0 C, was opened to the vacuum line and evacuated
for a few seconds in an attempt to minimise the amount of the more volatile
disproportionation product CrO Cl present in the sample.
Initially the U-tube was attached to the vacuum line and deposition attempted
using pulses of a pre-mixed sample of the

trichloride oxide vapour and

matrix gas (matrix gas: CrOCl. = 500:1).

This proved unsuccessful because

the trichloride oxide was not sufficiently volatile at the temperatures
required to minimise its disproportionation.

In the remainder of the

experiments, therefore, the U-tube was connected directly via a B 2k glassto-metal tapered joint to the vacuum shroud of the matrix-isolation assembly,
and the technique of slow, continuous co-condensation was employed.

The

sample was first evaporated at -30 C (this temperature being achieved by
means of an acetone bath cooled by the addition of solid C0_) and co-condensed
with a stream of argon, deposited at a rate of 3 mmol/hr, over a period of
one hour.

The infrared spectrum of the resulting yellow deposit is shown in

The predominance of bands attributable to the molecule CrO Cl
/ hydrolysis
197 suggested the possibility of disproportionation and/or

Figure 6.5.
196

of the chromium trichloride oxide at the relatively low pressure used for
deposition.

In later experiments, therefore, the deposition rate was

increased by raising the temperature of the trichloride oxide sample to
-20°C and increasing the flow rate of the matrix gas to U mmol/hr.
Employment of these conditions for a period of 1 - 1.5 hours resulted in an
increase in the relative intensities of the bands attributable to the CrOCl.

123
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1000
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molecule (Fig 6.6).
For Ba.ma.ni experiments, the temperature at which the sample was evaporated
was raised to 0 C while the flow rate of the matrix gas remained at k mmol/hr.
Total deposition times were in the order of 1.f> hours.

Attempts to excite

the Raman spectrum of such a deposit using either of the principal lines of
the argon ion laser (at 5>1U»5> and U88.0 nm) were unsuccessful even at very
low laser powers.

It was invariably found that the incident radiation

produced a discolouration where it impinged upon the deposit, and in one
experiment detached itself from the copper block.

Recourse was therefore

made to the helium-neon laser despite its deficiencies for matrix-isolation
studies, and all the results reported here were obtained using excitation at
632.8 nm with a power level at the sample in the order of £0
With the production of a deposit relatively free from chromium di chloride
dioxide, as judged by its infrared spectrum, the effect of ultraviolet
photolysis was investigated.

The matrix was irradiated at 20K via a water

filter with the output from a high-pressure mercury arc and its infrared
spectrum re-examined to determine the outcome of this treatment.

Photolysis

times varied from 10 minutes to about 12 hours, but in no case did irradiation
produce any visible effect on the matrix or bring about any change in the
infrared spectrum.

This is perhaps surprising in view of the broadness of

the u.v. -visible absorption band which has been associated with the CrOCl.
molecule,

"1 f\C\

and the extreme sensitivity of matrices containing chromium

trichloride oxide to laser irradiation observed in the Raman studies.
Future experiments might therefore include investigations of the effect of
using the output of the argon-ion laser to irradiate a matrix-isolated sample
the behaviour of whi'ch is monitored by its infrared spectrum.
6.3

Infrared Spectra
The infrared spectrum initially measured for a mixture of the molecules
CrOCl- and CrO 01

in an argon matrix is shown in Figure 6.%.

The spectra

Fig, 6.6,

1200

Infrared spectrum of

1000

Cl

800

*fOO
in an argon matrix ^fter alteration of deposition conditions«

600

200

I

cm

-1
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subsequently obtained from nitrogen, argon and krypton matrices after
alteration of the deposition conditions are shown in Figures 6.7, 6.8 and
6.9» and expanded versions of the relevant portions of these spectra are
shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11.

The measured frequencies of the absorptions,

with their likely assignments, are listed in Table 6.1.
The identity of the spectral bands thought to arise from the fundamental
vibrations of the CrOCl. molecule has been checked by the invariance of their
relative intensities.

Assignments have been made on the basis of a simple

pyramidal structure of C_

symmetry, for which six fundamental vibrations are

expected (3a-| + 3 e )> all active in both infrared absorption and Hainan
scattering.

Hence the observed frequencies are expected to correspond

fairly closely to those of the molecule YOC1_, which are well documented,
'
1 Q^T

and to those of AsOCl_, recently characterised at low temperatures.
In fact, the frequencies, and the assignments of the stretching

fundamentals, correspond to those reported as the result of a more recent
matrix-isolation study of chromium trichloride oxide carried out independently
by Ogden and co-workers. 201 The following assignments have been made.
(a)

Chromium-oxygen stretching mode, v., (a^).

Three bands were generally

observed in the region of the infrared spectrum associated with Cr = 0
stretching motions, the measured frequencies being typically 1018.6,
__4

1000.2 and 988.1; cm

(for an argon matrix).

The first of these is

assigned to V (a,), the Cr = 0 stretching fundamental of CrOCl^; the
corresponding fundamental of the gaseous VOCl^ molecule occurs at
—1 1R 1^
101+2.5 cm
and that of the matrix-isolated AsOCl- molecule at
ca 995 cm

.

The two bands at lower frequency are assigned to the

Cr = 0 stretching fundamentals of CrO Cl (recently reported to occur
—1
20?
—1
at 995 and 981 cm in an argon matrix
). The band at 1018.6 cm
exhibited splitting with components separated by intervals in the order
of 1 cm

.

This was reproduced in several experiments and with all

1200

Fi.?» 6.7. Infrared spectrum of CrOCl T isolated in a nitrogen matrix at 20K.
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Table 6.1. Frequencies and Assignments of Infrared Bands Observed
in CrOCl

Matrix Isolation Studies

»-•*
-1
Frequency/cm

Solid, 30K N

1020

- Assignment

matrix, 20K Ar raatrix,20K Kr matrix,20K

1024.3
1022.0
1019.3
1017.4

1021.4
1013.6
1016.0

1018.5
1016.2
1013.7

989

999.6

1000.2

995.0

W Cr02C12

975

935.0

938.4

983.1

V^a^CrO^lj

490

499.2

501.2

493.5

V8 (b2 )Cr02Cl2

480

483

436

433

463

453.0

462.0

^59.3

V^Ce) CrOCl,

4o3

408.2
405.0

406.7
403.4

407.0
433.9

V2 (. 1 )CrOCl3

368

360

361

355

V3 ( ai )Cr02C l2

300

303

303

302

7

264

254.0

253.6

253.9

251

247.8

243.0

243.2

7

225

225.9

226.5

226.6

V (e) CrOCl ?

Ya^CrOCl

?

IF

Cf

1

\J

^^

I \j J'yjl

^?

\j J^

^J

three of the matrix gases used.

The possibility that the splitting

arises from isotopic variations at the chromium atom was considered,
but initially discounted on the grounds that the intensity pattern of the
multiple t did not correspond to the natural abundances of the different
isotopes (^°Cr, ca itf; ^2Cr, 81$; ^3Cr, 1C# and ^Cr, 2#2°3 ).

Another

possibility is that the splitting arises from chlorine isotopic effects,
which should result in four bands with intensities in order of decreasing
frequency in the ratio 27:27:9:1; if this interpretation were correct, it
would indicate significant coupling between the a^ modes V and V which
involve mainly stretching of the Or = 0 and Cr-Cl bonds respectively.
Again, however, the observed intensity pattern did not fit in with this
interpretation. It has been suggested by Ogden201 that the observed
multiplet may arise from a superposition of chromium isotope patterns
resulting from the occurrence of different trapping sites in the matrix.
(b)

Chromium- chlorine stretching modes, Vg(ai) and ^(e). Several bands were
_1
observed between 1;00 and f?00 cm , within the range of frequencies
associated with Cr-Cl stretching vibrations. 197 Two of these, with
measured frequencies in an argon matrix of Ij.62.0 and lj.06.7 cm

,

appeared to vary in intensity in the same manner as the band at 1018.6 cm" ,
and have therefore been assigned to the Cr-Cl stretching fundamentals of
CrOCl.. (the corresponding frequencies of the gaseous VOCI.. molecule are
-1
503 and U09»£ cm ;
those of matrix-isolated AsOCl- are ca i;3i| and
_
375 cm .
). The absorption lower in frequency is assigned to V2 ( a-|)
and that higher in frequency to V^ ( e ) by analogy with other species of
the type 0 = MX- (M = metal atom; X = halogen) wherein the symmetric
M-X stretching fundamental tends to be lowered in energy by mixing with
the M = 0 stretching vibration belonging to the same symmetry class.
The band at Ij.06.7 cm"

4

exhibited splitting with components separated by

intervals in the order of 2-3 cm" ; in this case the splitting probably
does arise from chlorine isotopic effects, as proposed by Ogden. 201

A

135

band observed at £01 . 2 cm

was often the strongest in the spectrum,

particularly in the earlier experiments; its frequency is consistent
with its assignment to V. (t ) of the matrix-isolated CrO Cl molecule.
The origin of the band at lj.86 cm

OOP

is uncertain but may be found in other

disproportionation products of chromium trichloride oxide.
(c)

The deformation modes of the gaseous molecule VOC1-,

Deformation modes.
V

(a.j), V^ (e) and vg (e) occur at 163.0, 21*6.0 and 12l|..5 cm"
Hence, in the case of CrOCl_, the first and third of

respectively.

these are likely to occur at frequencies too low to allow observation
in the present study, which was confme d to the region 200-lj.OOO cm" .
However, if the frequencies are similar to those attributed to VOC1«,
the mode V^ (e) , corresponding to the CrCl_ rocking motion, should be
observable.

In fact, several bands were located at the low-frequency

end of the spectrum, but these were often indistinct and barely
identifiable above the 'noise 1 level (made worse in this region by the
absorptions due to the rotational spectrum of atmospheric water vapour).
A band at 226. £ cm
V,. (e) of CrOCl

exhibited by an argon matrix may be assignable to

(cf V

(e) = ca 2k9 cm~ 1 for matrix-isolated AsOCl

186 ),

although this frequency does not correspond very closely to that of the
Raman scattering thought to arise from the same mode (see next section).
Some of the bands observed at low frequencies presumably originate in
deformation modes of the molecule CrO Cl ; for example, the broad
_1
corresponds closely in frequency to that
absorption at 3^0 cm
(35>6 cm" ) reported for V

(a^ ) of the CrO Cl

molecule in an argon

. . 202
matrix.
6. 1; Raman Spectra
The light scattering excited at 632.8 run from samples formed by co-deposition
of chromium trichloride oxide with one of various matrix gases is illustrated
in Figures 6.12 to 6.11*.

The measured frequencies of the Raman lines, together

with their likely assignments, are listed in Table 6.2.

Attempts to measure

500

Fig. 6,12. Raman spectrum of CrQCl, isolated in a nitrogen matrix.

cm
ON

1^80

Fig. 6.13.

cm

115

472

460_

250

Fig. 6.14. Raman spectrum of CrQCl^ isolated in a krypton matrix.

200

100

139

Table 5.2. Frequencies ^nd \ssignaents of Saman Bands Observed in
CrOCl, Matrix Isolation Studies

Frequency/era

-1

Assignment

Ar matrix,20K

Kr matrix t 20K

210.4

211.4

211.1

V r e ) CrOCl.

178.'

1?3.9

179.3

V (a 1 )CrOCl.

135.0

134.7

134.8

CrOCl

raatrix,20K

464

the depolarisation ratios of the observed features were unsuccessful,
probably because the matrices were too frosty.

The difficulty experienced

in measuring the Raman spectrum of matrix-isolated chromium trichloride
oxide, particularly using the argon-ion laser, is scarcely surprising in
view of the intensity of the visible absorption which the molecule exhibits.
The observed Raman spectra show just three strong bands of constant relative
intensity; the measured frequencies for an argon matrix are 211.U, 1?8.9 and
109
—1
13^.7 Cm . Consideration of both the Raman spectrum of the VOClo molecule
and the infrared spectrum of the matrix-isolated CrOClo molecule described in
the preceding section suggests that these frequencies can be reasonably
assigned to the three deformation modes of CrOCl^, namely V^(e), ^(a-j) and
Vg(e) respectively.

For species of the type 0 = MXo it is generally observed

that the frequency of the a-| deformation mode lies between those of the other
20£
two modes both belonging to the e symmetry class.
However, if the strong lines observed in the present study are genuinely
attributable to the matrix-isolated CrOCl.. molecule, a surprising feature
of the Raman spectrum is that little or no scattering could be observed in
the frequency ranges associated with Cr = 0 or Cr-Cl stretching fundamentals.
In fact no scattering could be discerned in the region near 1000 cm" , in
stark contrast to the infrared spectrum of the matrix-isolated CrOClo
molecule, and the only feature reproducibly observed in the region lj.00-£00 cnT^
characteristic of Cr-Cl stretching modes was a broad, comparatively weak band
near

U&0 cm" , corresponding quite closely to the infrared band previously

assigned to V. (e), the antisymmetric Cr-Cl stretching mode of CrOCl .

The

absence of features attributable to the Cr02Cl 2 molecule is also surprising,
but reference to the visible absorption spectrum of this molecule (Fig
indicates quite strong absorption even at 632.8 nm; in fact the

Absorbance

0
400

r
600

300

Fig. 6.15. Visible absorption spectrum of CrO Gl

nm

(ref. 197)

197 was
Hainan spectrum of chromium dichloride dioxide previously reported
excited "by the so-called D-lines in the emission spectrum of a potassium arc,
which occur at 166.% and 7^9 • 9 nm»
One explanation for the apparent enhancement in intensity of certain Raman
"bands relative to others is the occurrence of a resonance Raman effect.

~"

The usual requirement for such an effect is that the excitation frequency is
close to the frequency of an allowed electronic transition; this requirement
could well be fulfilled in the present case "by excitation at 632.8 nm, in
view of the broad and intense nature of the visible absorption bands exhibited
"I Ro
It is normally observed that the bands
by chromium trichloride oxide.
which exhibit a pronounced enhancement of intensity are those corresponding
to modes which are vibronically active in an allowed electronic transition.
If the exciting frequency vo is well removed from that of any electronic
transition and the initial and final vibrational states both involve the
electronic ground state, the scattered intensity I is given by

1=

3 c

lCVo + v/Coc )| 2
ij

(6.1)

where Io is the incident intensity, Vo HH Vj_ represents the scattered
frequency and the a-'s are the components of the polarisability tensor.
The breakdown of this expression under resonance conditions has been
rationalised by Albrecht

'

using the so-called adiabatic

approximation, in which the electronic and vibrational wavefunctions are
assumed to be completely separable allowing the former to be expressed as
a Taylor series in terms of the nuclear displacements.

The scattering

tensor is then expressed as the sum of an A term and a B term, which
respectively lead to the following expressions for the frequency dependence
of the scattered intensity (e and f referring to the appropriate electronic
states):

~~

A Term:

B Term:

I <*

i c*

(V - V )* /

(v

(Ve

*

°
- V0>

(6.2)
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a

- v ) 4 £—— * e* f + "°——————/2

(Ve2 -V02 )(vf2 - vQ2 )

(6,3)

The A term corresponds to vibrational interaction with a single excited
electronic state by means of a Ecanck-Condon overlap integral and is non-zero
only in the case of totally symmetric modes, which are always active in
resonance Raman scattering.

The B term, on the other hand, corresponds to

vibronic mixing of two states, and is found to be non-zero for any vibration
belonging to a symmetry species which is contained in the direct product of
the representations of these two states.
In the case of the chromium trichloride oxide molecule, the a-j modes will be
subject to enhancement via the A term; in addition, the e modes may also be
enhanced, in this case via the B term.
(eg NOp

Moreover, with certain exceptions

), it is normally found that resonance enhancement is more marked

for stretching than for deformation modes; comparison of the results
obtained in the present study with the published Raman spectra of the
molecules VOCl^

^ and AsOCl-

(Fig 6.16) indicates just the opposite

for the Raman scattering attributed to the matrix-isolated CrOClo molecule.
It is difficult therefore to explain the present observations in terms of a
resonance Raman effect.

In fact, studies of the u.v.-visible absorption

spectrum of the matrix-isolated CrOCl- molecule carried out by Ogden and
201 and shown in Figure 6.1?, indicate that the exciting
co-workers,
frequency actually coincides with a dip in the absorption and that there is
slightly increased absorption at longer wavelengths, which might account
for the virtual extinction of Raman lines displaced by more than about
cm

on the low-frequency side of the Rayleigh line.

Alternatively,
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the observed bands may be due either to fluorescence or to electronic
Raman transitions; low frequency features in the Hainan spectrum of
chromocene, Cr(C^H^) , have recently been attributed to the electronic
208 2097 and in the case of chromium trichloride oxide, spin'
Raman effect,
orbit and/or Jahn-Teller effects could easily give rise to low-lying excited
electronic states.

Clearly there is a need for further studies of the Raman

scattering excited at different frequencies.
In spite of the doubts thus raised concerning the exact significance of
the observed Raman spectra, it is difficult to see how the scattering could
have arisen, if not from the matrix-isolated CrOClo molecule.

There is, for

example,- no correspondence between the observed features and those of the
197
However,
Raman spectrum previously reported for the molecule CrOpCl .
it is impossible to judge how well isolated the chromium trichloride oxide is in
the Raman experiments; it is possible that the deposit is really a rather
concentrated matrix and that the Raman lines are really due to CrOClaggregates, in which case the comparison between the infrared ari Raman
spectra may well not be a comparison of like with like.

Nevertheless, in

the absence of any clearcut alternative, the three strong bands consistently
observed in the present Raman experiments have been assigned to the deform
ation modes of the CrOCl- molecule, and the discussion which follows is
based on this interpretation.
Calculations
With the attribution of a complete set of vibrational frequencies to the
normal modes of the CrOCl- molecule, it is a natural aim to attempt the
calculation of at least an approximate set of molecular force constants.

In

order to do this, however, it is necessary first to construct the appropriate
G matrix, which in turn requires some knowledge of the molecular dimensions.
In the absenc e of any definitive structural details, it has been necessary
to make certain assumptions, based partly on the dimensions established for

related molecular species. Thus, electron diffraction studies of the
molecules CrO-Cl 210 and YOGI- 211 have yielded the molecular parameters
listed in Table 6.3, on the basis of which bond lengths of 2.121 and 1.5>6l
have been assigned to the Cr-Cl and Cr = 0 bonds respectively in the molecule
.

In addition, there is the possibility, for a molecule of the type

0 = MX_ having CL

symmetry, of estimating the bond angles from the relative

intensities in infrared absorption of the a-j and e M-X stretching fundamentals,
assuming that the ratio of the intensities of the matrix-isolated molecule
is comparable with that of the gaseous molecule. 212 Provided that there is
no interaction between the M-X stretching and other internal coordinates,
and with certain other simplifying assumptions, it can be shown 213 that the
intensities of the two infrared absorptions are related by the expression
~ =
a1

tan2 Q

(6.U)

Here 0 is the angle subtended by the M-X oscillators with respect to the CL
axis; hence 0 is related to a, the X-M-X bond angle, by the equation
sin ©

?
sn GC
= /*- sin

Prom the relative intensities, as judged by peak areas, of the two infrared
absorptions assigned to these fundamentals of the CrOCl~ molecule isolated
in various matrices, values for the Cl-Cr-Cl bond angle have been estimated,
and these are listed in Table 6.1j.; the mean value is about 111 .
Although the estimates of the Cl-Cr-Cl bond angle thus obtained appear quite
reasonable for a molecule of this type, several assumptions are implicit
in the derivation of the expression for the intensity ratio.

The most

important of these are as follows :(i)

The individual bond dipole moment vectors coincide with the axes of
the bonds being considered.

148
Table 6.3. Molecular Parameters of

and VOC1.

parameter

r(M-Cl)

2.12

2.14

1.57

1.56

/.(C1-M-C1)

113.0

111.3

Z:(O-M-CI)

109.5

107.6

r(M-O)

(A)

Table 6.4. Values of Gl-Cr-Cl Bond Angle in CrOCl

Calculated

from Infrared Band Intensities

'Tatrix

e
(arbitrary
units)

9
(arbitrary
units)

oe

(see text) (see text)

"2

637

51

74.2°

112.8°

Ar

703

73

71.6°

110.5°

Kr

407

.2

72.2°

111.0°
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(ii)

The individual bond dipole moment vectors are additive, their sum
corresponding to the total molecular dipole moment.

(iii)

The molecule does not possess a permanent dipole moment; for
molecules having such a dipole moment, a rotational correction term
arises for vibrations having the same symmetry as a molecular
rotation, because the central atom is then constrained to move so as
to conserve angular momentum.

Although the rotational correction term may be estimated if the molecular
serious doubts
'
geometry and permanent dipole moment are known,
have been expressed213 regarding the feasibility of calculating bond angles
on the basis of the intensities in infrared absorption of the stretching
fundamentals of adjacent bonds having a common central atom.

Hence the

fact that reasonable results have been obtained for the CrOCl- molecule may
be rather fortuitous; in any case, valence-shell electron pair repulsion
arguments 216 might suggest a Cl-Cr-Cl bond angle somewhat less than the
tetrahedral angle (109»£ )> although the presence of the unpaired electron
is undoubtedly a complicating factor.
G matrix are
The internal coordinates chosen for the construction of the ^^f
illustrated in Figure 6.18 and the internal symmetry coordinates derived
from these are listed in Table 6.£; the numerical values of the elements
of the symmetrised G matrix, based on the molecular dimensions given above,
are presented in Table 6.6.

A set of approximate force constants has been

derived for the CrOCl- molecule using the limited information available by
setting all the off-diagonal elements in the symmetrised P matrix equal to
zero.

The diagonal elements of the IJ matrix are related to the actual

force constants of a valence force field by the expressions given in
Table 6.7.

The observed frequencies are then accommodated satisfactorily

by the force constants listed in Table 6.8, and are listed, together with
the frequencies calculated from these force constants for comparison, in
Table 6.9.

150

6.18. Internal coordinates of the GrOCl^ molecule.

'T'able 6.5. Internal Symmetry Coordinates Used in the Normal
oordinate Analysis of the CrOCl^ Molecule
(See Figure 6.19 for an explanation of the symbols)

Symmetry block

Coordinate

s^ =
S3a=
S3b=

E

5a
oa
'5b

-2- V
ft -

v

S 6b

Footnote
The redundancy affecting the a^ coordinates has been retained
in the first instance \nd eliminated at a later stage as a
zero root in the solution of the ssculr.r eru ..-ion.
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Table o.o. Numerical Values of the Symmetrised G. Matrix Elements
*•

for the CrOCl^ Moleculec

Symmetry block

Element

Value

0.31732
'12

-0.11120

G 13

0.20958

22

0.3^636

G 23

-0.12119

G

33

E

0.5383S
0.17089
-0.21713
"

55

0.27075

GC'

-0.1133^

/t
"66

0.63191

5o

Footnote
(a) a.ctial values multiplied by 10, as calculated using the
computer program
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Table 5.''?. Diagonal Elements of the Symmetrised E Matrix for
the GrOCl^ Molecule Ex-pressed in Terms of Valence
Force Constants

A,, block
Coordinate
(CrsO)

(Cr-Cl)

(Cl-Cr-Cl) redundant

(Cl-Cr-Cl)

f

f

r

+ 2f

rr
p2
r//rR ( f

+ 2f /> )

Y»

2

^

+ f (fp + 2f/f >
E block
Coordinate
(Cr-Cl)
f

r

- f

(Cl-Cr-Cl)

(0-Cr-Cl)

rr
r2 (f.c - W
rRCfyi - f/jyj)

; bl e 5.3. Calculated Force Constants for the CrOCl-, Molecule

F matrix element or
valence force constant

Numerical value

736.5
290.7
70.7

33

217.1
51.2
50.5

66

736.5
2^1.6
2^.5

rr

15.3

Footnote
(a) Units are as follows: F^,
and

, N ra rad

-2

;

and

N ra
cut

-1

;

and f/S/3» N ra

Table 0.9. Comparison of Observed and Calculated Frequencies
for CrOCl,

Mode

V e)
V6 (e)

Observed frequency

Calculated frequency

1013.6

1018.6

406.7

406.7

178.9

179.0

462.0

462.0

211.4

211.6

134.7

134.0
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The force constants deduced for the CrOCl- molecule may be compared with
'
those previously reported for the related molecules POC1 , ' and AsOCl.
217 218
(Table 6.10). The principal Cr-Cl and Cr = 0 stretching
and VOC1 * "
respectively, correspond
202 219
7 the
'
and CrO Cl ;

force constants, with values of 2l|2 and 737 N m~
quite closely to their counterparts in VOC1

bending force constants in the three molecules CrOCl , VOC1- and CrO Cl
also comparable in magnitude.

are

It appears therefore that the CrOCl- molecule

complies with a force field very similar to those operative in YOGI- and
CrOpCl .

Any comparison must clearly be treated with caution in view of the

comparatively limited amount of information available in the case of CrOCl-,
although the ultraviolet photoelectron spectra 183 ' 220 would seem to suggest
a close structural relationship between the molecules CrOCl_, VOC1- and VC1, .
There is no indication here that the unpaired electron affects significantly
either the structure or the bonding of the CrOCl_ molecule; thus, the relative
magnitudes of the force constants for CrOCl- and VOC1- imply that it is
practically non-bonding in character.

For a better insight into the

structure of the CrOCl_ molecule and the nature of its force field, however,
more information is clearly needed.
6.6, Conclusions
During the course of the present study, a set of vibrational frequencies
has been assigned to the chromium trichloride oxide molecule as trapped
in solid, inert matrices at low temperatures and characterised by its
infrared and Raman spectra.

Hence an approximate force field has been

derived, and the results of the vibrational analysis indicate that, in
terms of both structure and bonding, the CrOCl- molecule is closely akin
to VOC1- and CrO Cl .

There must be some doubt, however, about the

significance of some of the results obtained, particularly in the case of
the Raman experiments.

In order to draw more definite conclusions about

the structure and bonding of the CrOCl- molecule, it would be desirable
to carry out further investigations of its vibrational properties.

Such
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able 6.10. Comparison of Force Constants Calculated for C
with tho3e of Related Molecules'

Molecule

Force constant

"R

CrOCl.

736.5

rr

11.

15.3

YOGI

POC1-.
:>

AsOCl.

7VI.7

1039.^

758.7

251.5

236.1

233.^

25.9

39.7

0.0

9.3

12.5

21.5

23.1

Footnote
(a) All force constants expressed in N m
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investigations might profitably include the following:
(a)

The preparation and spectroscopic characterisation of
chromium trichloride oxide.

1ft

0-enriched

An economical means of producing a

different isotopic version of the molecule is an essential prerequisite
to further progress. In fact, a set of frequencies for the molecule
18
OCrCl.. has actually "been predicted on the basis of the simplified
force field defined by the potential constants given in Table 6.8, and
these are listed in Table 6.11.
(b)

Further studies of the Hainan scattering of chromium trichloride oxide
using a range of different frequencies for excitation (made possible,
for example, with access to a krypton-ion or dye laser) and preferably
higher power levels at the sample.

(c)

Further studies of the photolysis of chromium trichloride oxide, with
particular reference to the effect on the infrared spectrum of
irradiating the trapped molecule with visible light, eg the blue or
green lines of the argon-ion laser.

(d)

Investigations of the effect of controlled warming on a deposit of
chromium trichloride oxide with the aim of identifying its
disproportionation products; these, along with its photolysis products,
may have an important bearing on its chemistry.

1 Rt
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Table 5.11. vjbr.ationil frequencies ^redicted for the Molecule
l8OCrCl,

Mode

Observed for

16

OCrCl,

Calculated for

W

1018.6

975.9

V2 (an )

406.7

405.1

v3 ( ai )

173.9

177.8

V*)

462.0

461.9

V5 (e)

211.4

211.4

Vfi (a)

134.0

128.5

18

OCrCl,
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Chapter 7
STUDIES OP PHOSPHORUS AZIDES

7.1

Introduction
The azide group, consisting of a linear chain of three nitrogen atoms,
occurs in a large number of compounds, the first of which was prepared as
221
Azides may be divided into two major categories.
long ago as 186I|..
First, there are the compounds

which contain more-or-less discrete N_

ions and have the properties of ionic salts, eg NaN_.

Second, there are

the molecular azide s, which include the majority of organic and inorganic
222-22L.
azide s, containing the N_ group covalently bonded to another atom.
t

Azides are generally prepared via exchange reactions involving hydrogen
22^

and a number of organometallic azides have
oo£
The following are representative
been synthesised in this manner.
azide or the sodium salt,

examples :Et A1C1 + NaN
(NPC1 2 )

—————> Et A1N

+ NaCl

+ 6NaN —————> /NP(N J^

+ 6NaCl

(CP ) 2 PCI + LiN ————> t 01^ ^3 + LiC1
The structure of the simplest molecular azide, hydrogen azide, as determined
by electron diffraction, 227 shows that the three nitrogen atoms are
collinear and the HNN bond angle is 112 , while the two N-N distances differ
considerably, HN-N

being 1.2i|A and HN -N 1.13A.

to those reported for other molecular azides.

22ii

These values are comparable
On the other hand,

investigation of the structures of ionic azides by X-ray diffraction

223-22^

show that the azide ion is also linear, but with two equal N-N distances of
about 1.16X.

These structures have been discussed at various levels of

sophistication in terms of molecular orbitals;

228-230

thus, the sixteen

valence electrons of hydrogen azide can be regarded as being distributed
between two lone pairs, three <f -bonds and two TT -bonds, with the remaining
two electrons occupying a 7T -orbital which is more-or-less non-bonding in

161

character (Fig 7»1).

The bond angles are accounted for by approximate

sp 2 hybridisation of the nitrogen atom through which coordination occurs
and sp hybridisation of the other two nitrogen atoms.
Azides tend to be unstable with respect to loss of molecular dinitrogen.
Such decomposition may be explosive but in many cases a slower, more
controlled reaction may be induced by photolysis.

Consideration

'

of the absorption spectra of molecular azides indicates that this requires
ultraviolet irradiation; for example, appreciable absorption by hydrogen
232
azide sets in near 220 nm and increases towards shorter wavelengths,
while the spectrum of methyl azide consists of a weak, broad band centred
at 285 nm and a considerably stronger band with a long wavelength limit
233 In fact, thermochemical studies 23U indicate that in
near 2i|0 nm.
covalent azides of the type RN_ the weakest bond is the RN-N

linkage,

and that the primary step of photolytic decomposition is generally the
breaking of this bond.
The primary products of the photolysis of a molecular azide EN_ are
generally dinitrogen and an electron-deficient species of the type RN:
235 rearrangewhich tends to undergo further reactions such as dimerisation,
ment

and insertion.

If the azide is trapped in a low-temperature

matrix, the primary products of photolysis may be retained and identified
spectroscopically, and the course of subsequent reactions followed by
investigating the effects of warming on the matrix.

The advantages afforded

by azides as a source of new nitrogen-containing molecules, particularly in
matrix-isolation experiments, may be summarised as follows:
(i)

The other product is usually N , which is not only inert (and
therefore counteracts any ! cage ! effects) but also free from
complicating infrared absorptions.

(ii)

On the evidence of other studies, they seem to be highly photo
sensitive with respect to ultraviolet radiation (in other words
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the quantum yields of the photochemical changes are high).
(iii)

The infrared absorptions due to the coordinated azide group are
fairly well defined, and so the fate of the azide is easily monitored.

(iv)

They provide one of the simplest and best-controlled means of
producing molecules containing nitrogen multiply bonded to a heavy
atom.

Thus the molecules EH and N H have been detected as products of the
photolysis of the matrix-isolated HEL molecule, 238 while similar treatment
of the halogen azides has been shown to give rise to the molecules M, GIN
and BrN. 239 Photolysis of matrix-isolated azidomethane affords the molecule
CHJflH

followed by HNC as a. secondary product;

!

on the other hand,

ENSi is the only product which has been detected on photolysis of matrixisolated azidosilane, SilOL.

Yet again, a recent investigation of the

photolysis of matrix-isolated trimethylazidosilane, (CH_)_ SiN_, discloses
an unusual rearrangement reaction with resultant Si-H bond formation. 2li2
The present study was particularly concerned with the generation of species
in which the azide group is bonded to a phosphorus atom, with a view to
bringing about the removal of dinitrogen from such nolecules by photolysis.
Azide groups can generally be introduced into phosphorus compounds by
treating the appropriate halide with an alkali-metal azide, and in fact
claims have recently been laid to the synthesis by this method of phosphorus
triazide, P(l\L)_, pentazide, P(NO ),./. and triazide oxide, OP(lsL) 0 .
:> :>
j t>
'
j :>
However, all three compounds are unstable at normal temperatures and tend
to explode on removal of the acetonitrile in which the reactions are carried
out.

In contrast, several organophosphorus azides appear to exhibit fair

thermal stability; this is true, for exanple, of diphenylazidophosphine,
and bis(trifluromethyl) azidophosphine, (CF.) PN ,

formed

by treatment of the appropriate chloro-derivatives with lithium azide.
Phosphorus (V) azides of the type R2P(x)N , with H = CH
or S, have been obtained by similar methods.

or C^ and X = 0

There are no reports,

however, that any matrix-isolation studies have been carried out on
molecules of this type.
The first part of the present study was concerned with the reaction between
phosphorus trichloride and sodium azide.
.-

The formation of the triazide

by this route has already been referred to; by using the correct

proportions of the reagents, it was hoped to prepare the mono substituted
derivative Cl PH., thereby allowing the possibility of carrying out at low
temperatures the photolytic transformation
2? = N + N2

—————

Dichlorophosphazene, Cl pPN, has not been isolated in the monomeric form,.
have been
and HPC1-.2PC1and although adducts such as POC1-.KPC1.
2 fl 5
32
reported, these almost certainly have the structures Cl-P-N = PC1~ and
/Cl-P = N-PC1_7 ^PCl/jT" respectively.
empirical formula NPC1

The only known species having the

are the cyclic oligomers (NPC1 _)

(the best known

being those with n = 3 and n = U) consisting of rings of alternating
phosphorus and nitrogen atoms with two chlorine atoms bonded to each
phosphorus (Fig 1.2).

Attempts to isolate the Cl PN monomer by

trapping the products of pyrolysis of the trimer and tetramer in low
125
It would be interesting
temperature matrices led to inconclusive results.

to be able to compare the properties of the Cl P = N molecule with those of
its sulphur counterpart C1S=N, particularly with respect to its behaviour on
controlled warming.
The second part of the present study was concerned with the attempted
matrix isolation of the hitherto unknown dimethylazidophosphine (CH-.) 2 PN ,
again prepared via the reaction between the appropriate chloro-derivative
and sodium azide.

The lack of any previous references to the existence of

this compound is a matter of some surprise in view of the comparative
stability, already referred to, of the related molecules (CgH-) PN
(OF ) 2PN ;

^ and

the arsenic and bismuth analogues, (CK^AsN^ and

have been prepared, moreover, and characterised by their vibrational spectra.
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Once again, it was hoped that the successful matrix isolation of the
(CH_) ?P$L molecule would allow an investigation of the effects of ultra
violet irradiation, with the possibility of generating the species (CE_) PN
and of comparing the behaviour of the matrix-isolated (CEL)pPN- molecule
with that of (CH ) SiN under similar conditions. 2^2
7.2 Experimental
The materials used in these experiments, together with their sources and
the methods of purification employed, are listed in Table 7«1»
studies of reactions of this nature

^~

Previous

have employed reaction media such

as acetone and acetonitrile; in the present study diglyme (bis/2-inethoxyethyl7
ether) was chosen because of its relatively low. volatility (vapour, pressure
2^2
) which was expected to facilitate its
at room temperature ^1.^ mm Hg
separation from the molecular azides formed as reaction products.

All

manipulations were carried out on the vacuum line, incorporating a train
of traps, shown in outline in Figure 7*3; "the reactions actually took place
in ampoules of the type illustrated in Figure 7»U» which could be sealed and
removed from the vacuum line if required.
In a typical study of the reaction between phosphorus trichloride and
sodium azide, about £0 mg (0.77 mmol) of sodium azide was introduced into
the reaction ampoule, which was then attached to the vacuum line via a B10
ground-glass cone.

An approximately equimolar quantity of phosphorus

trichloride, measured by volume (about 0.07 ml)» was then transferred into
the ampoule together with about 1 ml of diglyme, and the mixture allowed to
stand for about 12 hours at room temperature.

At the end of this period,

the volatile materials present were transferred to the train of traps,
where fractionation was attempted by allowing the vapour of the reaction
products to pass through traps held at -23 C (carbon tetrachloride slush),
-95°C (toluene slush) into one held at -196°C (liquid nitrogen).
with a vapour pressure in the order of 10

Diglyme,

mm Hg at -23 C, was expected

to condense mainly in the first trap, while the reaction products should
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Table 7.1

Materials Used in Studies of Phosphorus Azides

Material

Source and purity claimed

PCI.

BDH

Method of purification
Distillation in air followed
by fractionation through
traps held at -23°, -126°
and -196 C and collection
of the middle fraction

(CH3 ) 2PC1

Strem Chemicals Inc (9990

Distillation in vacuo

NaN,

BDH (99%)

Dried by heating to 80
in vacuo for several hours

Diglyme

BDH (99/o)

Refluxing over calcium
hydride for one day,
followed by distillation
on to molecular sieve

i

i

i
r—O—

Manometers

v i. rT . 7.3. Schom-itic dl-ip;ram of the vacuum line -i-.«d in studies of Phosphorus

Tnin of traps

O q, O O O O

A

^reaseless t->os

XI

B10 socket

168

B10 cone _.

Breakseal

3 n 531 r i c 11 '•> n 3

(
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Fie;. 7.*f. Amooule used in studies of ohosohorus azides.
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condense mainly in the second.

Infrared studies of the products were

carried out by evaporation from the trap, normally held at -63°C (chloroform
slush), on to the cold window of the cell described in Section 3.6(g).
The reaction between dimethylchlorophosphine and sodium azide was carried
out under similar conditions and for a similar duration except that the
sodium azide was now present in excess, typical quantities being 100 mg
(1.^5 mmol) of sodium azide and 0.0^ ml (0.6ii mmol) of dimethylchlorophosphine
(the scales of the preparations were kept small in both studies in order to
minimise the risk of explosion).

The products of the reaction were again

found to condense in a trap held at -95 C, and an initial infrared study
of these products condensed on a caesium iodide window held at 77& was
again carried out using a procedure similar to that outlined in the preceding
paragraph.

Attempts were made in subsequent experiments to isolate the

products in low-temperature matrices.

Since the products'were found to

have a vapour pressure of about 2 cm Hg at room temperature, it was possible
to achieve matrix isolation by pulsed deposition of a pre-mixed sample of
products and matrix gas (products: matrix gas = 1:500).
7.3

The Reaction Between Phosphorus Trichloride and Sodium Azide
Infrared spectra typical of those obtained in the study of the reaction
between phosphorus trichloride and sodium azide are illustrated in Figures
7.5 to 7.7, and the measured frequencies listed in Table 7-2; all these
spectra refer to solid products held on a caesium iodide window at 77K.
Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show the spectra of the fractions collected at -95> C
in each of two separate experiments.

The spectrum of a sample collected

under similar conditions in a third experiment is shown in Figure 7-7(a),
and that of the same sample after ultraviolet irradiation (via a water
filter) at 77K for a period of one hour appears in Figure 7»7(b).

Annealing

the deposits formed at 77K did not appear to produce any significant change
in the infrared spectra beyond causing a sharpening of the bands and giving
better-resolved spectra.
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Fig. 7.5. Infrared spectrum of the volatile products of the reaction between PCI, and NaN, (1).
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Consideration of the relative intensities of the infrared bands of the
solid deposits formed at 77K indicates the presence of several distinct
molecules in the volatile reaction products, although attempts to separate
these products, whatever
unsuccessful.

they might be, by further fractionation proved

One possibility is that some of the observed infrared bands

arise from the presence of solvent in the samples, although this should have
been removed by fractionation and there appears to be little, if any,
correlation between the spectra observed in the present study and the
2^3 On the other hand, the
infrared spectrum of diglyme previously reported.
presence of hydrolysis products, resulting, far example, from the action of
the vacuum grease, cannot be completely ruled out.

It is also possible

that at least some of the bands originate in oligomers of the Cl P = N
_1
molecule; in particular, those at 120^, 1128, 861 and 5>88 cm could arise
from the presence of the well-characterised cyclic trimer (NPC1 )-.

'

^

Despite the complexity of the observed spectra, it is possible to make
certain observations about the results obtained. In particular, the band
_1
near 21i;0 cm , which showed up quite strongly in some of the spectra
obtained but was found to be absent from others, is probably associated
with the antisymmetric stretching fundamental of a coordinated azide group.
Consideration of the infrared spectra reported

for molecular azides

related to species like Cl_PN-s indicates that this is invariably the
strongest of the three infrared absorptions associated with the fundamentals
of the azide group itself, and that the symmetric stretching and deformation
_-j
modes generally give rise to absorptions near 12^0 and 6^0 cm respectively.
_1
The band s observed at 1285 and 600 cm in the present study might
therefore arise from such fundamentals of an azidophosphine such as Cl PN~.
_1
The assignment of the band at 21UO cm to an azide linkage is supported
by its considerable decrease in intensity on ultraviolet photolysis of the
solid deposit at JJK (see Figure 7.7).
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Comparison of the spectra exhibited by different samples apparently of the
same origin (Figs 7-5» 7»6), and consideration of the effects of ultra
violet irradiation of the solid deposit on the intensities of the bands,
-1
suggest that the features observed at 712 and 336 cm , and possibly one at
_-j
813 cm , are associated with the same molecule as are the features already
If this species, is the
_1
dichloroazidophosphine molecule, 01 PN-, the band at 712 cm may be assigned

attributed to the presence of an azide linkage.

to the P-N stretching fundamental, again by analogy with the vibrational
spectra of related molecules;

^'

^ its virtual disappearance on photolysis

is consistent with such an assignment.
813 cm

The interpretation of the band at

, if it does arise from the same species as the others, is less

certain but that at 33$ cm
the molecule concerned.

presumably represents a deformation mode of

In addition, of course, the presence of strong bands

attributable to P-C1 stretching fundamentals is also e'xpected. The broad,
_•)
intense absorption near i+80 cm might include these, but, in view of the
complex nature of the spectra, this is probably associated with the presence
2tt
of several molecules, possibly including unchanged phosphorus trichloride.
There are grounds therefore for believing that the Cl PN~ molecule is one
of the products of the reaction between sodium azide and phosphorus tri
chloride, although the presence of other molecular species containing the
azide linkage cannot be ruled out.

The behaviour observed on ultraviolet

photolysis is interesting in view of the virtual disappearance of certain
bands, but inconclusive in that no new bands were seen to develop and no
pre-existing bands to increase significantly in intensity, with the exception
_-|
of the weak feature at 12^0 cm . This frequency is of the same order of
— 1 9^6
magnitude as that quoted for the gaseous PN molecule (1337 cm" );
otherwise there is no clear evidence for the formation of a molecule
containing a P=N bond.
The complexity of the observed spectra prevents any definite conclusions
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from being drawn about the course of the reaction between phosphorus
trichloride and sodium azide or about the effects of photolysing the
reaction products at 77K.

Further investigations are clearly needed in

order to arrive at a more definite interpretation but for the purposes of
the present research it was decided that the products did not lend them
selves to matrix-isolation experiments.
The Reaction Between Dimethylchlorophosphine and Sodium Azide
The infrared spectrum, again recorded at 77K, of the products volatile at
-23 C of the reaction between dimethylchlorophosphine and sodium azide is
shown in Figure 7-8, together with that of the same material after ultra
violet irradiation of the deposit held at 77K for a period of one hour*
For comparison, Figure 7«9 shows the infrared spectrum of gaseous
dimethylchorophosphine, which is in agreement with the spectrum previously
2^7 2^8
The simplicity and reproducibility of the spectra as
'
reported.
compared with those described in the previous section encouraged the
performance of a matrix-isolation study of the products, the results of
which, for argon and krypton matrices respectively, are shown in Figures
7.10 to 7»13«

Finally, the effect of twelve hours 1 ultraviolet irradiation

of the product isolated in an argon matrix at 20K is illustrated in Figure
7.1l|.

The measured frequencies are listed in Table 7»3»

The spectra obtained from the volatile products of the reaction between
sodium azide and dimethylchlorophosphine are more readily interpreted than
those for the corresponding reaction betv;een sodium azide and phosphorus
trichloride.

If dimethylazidophosphine (CH ) PN , is formed, then there

should be some correspondence with the infrared spectra previously reported

for the compounds (CH ) AsN
2136 cm

and (CH ) 2BiN .

•*

Again the strong band at

is almost certainly associated with the antisymmetric stretching

fundamental of a coordinated azide group.
of dimethylazidoarsine
that the band at 1199 cm"

Comparison with the spectrum

suggests, on the basis of relative intensities,
is associated with the corresponding symmetric
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stretching vibration, although it is slightly lower in frequency than
would normally be expected ( ~J 1 25>0 cm

).

The bending mode of the N_
__•]
group can then be ascribed to the band at 67U cm .
Of the other absorptions in the spectrum of the solid at 77K, the broad

feature near 3000 cm

presumably a :.ises from C-E stretching vibrations;

the presence of methyl groups in the product could also explain the weak
_-i
features at M&k and 838 cm , which have counterparts in the spectra
described for the molecules (CE.) AsN and (CE ) 2BiI2L.

In addition,

if the reaction products do contain dimethylazidophosphine, then there
should be a band in the spectrum which is attributable to the P-N stretching
—1
fundamental; the band of medium intensity at 162 cm is a plausible
candidate (cf the assignment of the band at 712 cm

to such a vibration

in Cl PN_ or some related molecule in the previous section).
also be several bands at lower frequencies (< £00 cm

There should

) associated with

skeletal deformation modes of the (CH_) J?N_ molecule, but no such bands
were observed in the present study.

Nevertheless, the bands displayed

by the solid deposit may be tentatively assigned to the (CE ) PN_ molecule
in accordance with the proposals listed in Table 7»U> where the corresponding
frequencies of the (CH_)pAsN_ and (CEL)J3i]!T molecules are also included
for comparison.
Although clear evidence supporting the formation of the molecule (GEL) PN
has thus been obtained, there are still several features of the observed
spectra which remain unexplained, and, as in the case of the reaction
between sodium azide and phosphorus trichloride, the products probably
include two or more distinct molecular species which could not be separated
by the methods of trap-to-trap distillation.

In particular, the spectrum

_-i
of the matrix-isolated products contains several strong bands near 1100 cm
which it is difficult to associate with any fundamental vibrations of the
molecule; there also appears to be no correlation between the

13?
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additional bands observed in the present study and the infrared spectra
previously reported for dimethylchlorophosphine ^

and diglyme. ^

One

possible explanation is analogous to that suggested in the previous section,
namely, that the reaction products include one or more
(ClOpP = N molecule.

No such

oligomers of the

oligomers are known, although a polymeric

substance formulated as /ICH0 )_PN7n has been reported as a product of the
j £
Again it is
reaction between dimethylchlorophosphine and chloramine.
difficult to reach any definite conclusions on the basis of the evidence
available from the present study.
The other puzzling feature of the spectra obtained from the products of the
reaction between jodium azide and dimethylchlorophosphine is the effect
of ultraviolet irradiation on the infrared spectrum of the matrix-isolated
sample.

Apart from a slight decrease in the intensity of the bands assigned

to the fundamental vibrations of the azide group, very little change in the
spectrum was observed even after prolonged irradiation of the sample.

By

contrast, the spectra of the solid products held at 77K indicate quite a
marked effect following ultraviolet irradiation; bands associated with the
vibrations of the azide group undergo a considerable decrease in intensity,
and the simultaneous appearance of a broad band at 1lj.OO cm

is possibly a

sign of the formation of a molecule containing a P = N bond.

More difficult

to explain, however, is the appearance of a strong band at 2020 cm

.

One

possibility is that photolysis induces a rearrangement reaction similar to
that observed in the case of matrix-isolated trimethylazidosilane

and

resulting in the formation of a product containing a P-H bond, but the
frequency of 2020 cm"

is slightly too low to be easily attributable to a

P-H stretching vibration.

A more likely explanation for the appearance

of this band is the formation of some other azide-containing species.
Despite the uncertainties which have been raised by the results obtained
in the present study, it is probable that dimethylazidophosphine is a major
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product of the reaction "between sodium azide and dimethylchlorophosphine.
In order to confirm this, to produce more definite vibrational assignments
for this product and to establish the nature of the other products of the
reaction, further studies are plainly needed.

The obvious methods of

characterising the products, in addition to infrared spectroscopy, are gas
chromatography (particularly to determine the complexity of the mixture)
and mass spectroscopy.

When dimethylazidophosphine has been properly

characterised and isolated free from other compounds, a fuller spectroscopic investigation might be carried out, including the following:
(i)

A more extensive investigation of the effects of ultraviolet
irradiation, particularly on matrix-isolated samples, including a
greater degree of selectivity in the choice of wavelengths.

(ii)

Measurements of the Raman spectra of dimethylazidophosphine and the
products of any photochemical changes which it may undergo.

(iii)

The preparation and spectroscopic characterisation of different
isotopic versions of both the (CEL) 2PN- molecule itself and the
products of any photochemical changes which it may undergo, using
15
either deuteriated dimethylchlorophosphine or N-labelled sodium
azide.
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SI3MMARY
This thesis is concerned with the study of a variety of molecules trapped in
low temperature matrices using the tools of vibrational spectroscopy.

The

concept of matrix isolation is introduced in Chapter 1, where the applicability
of the technique to both normally unstable and relatively stable species is
indicated.

The usefulness of vibrational spectroscopic methods in particular

is noted, and effects of the matrix environment such as simplification and
sharpening of spectral features are outlined briefly.
Chapter 2 is concerned with the background to the methods of vibrational
spectroscopy.

The relationship between observed frequencies and molecular force

constants is demonstrated on an essentially classical mechanical basis, while
the selection rules for infrared absorption and Raman scattering are explained
in quantum mechanical terms.

Also described in the case of Raman scattering

are the phenomena observed when the frequency of the exciting radiation approaches
or coincides with that of an electronic transition of the molecule under
investigation.
The principles of matrix isolation are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3»
The various methods of production of matrix isolated molecules are outlined
and the effects of the matrix environment on their vibrational spectra, such as
frequency shifts and splitting of bands, are discussed at greater length.

A

section is then devoted to the particular advantages of Raman spectroscopy as
applied to matrix isolated molecules, as well as the difficulties arising from
its relative insensitivity.

Finally, the experimental techniques, both cryogenic

and spectroscopic, employed in the present study are described.

Observation of the vibrational spectra of cyclic sulphur-nitrogen compounds
under the conditions of matrix isolation is the subject of Chapters i| and £•
The former is concerned with the simplest such molecule, namely disulphur
dinitride, S N .

The infrared spectrum of polycrystalline disulphur dinitride

contains five bands, three of which have previously been assigned to the infrared
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active fundamentals of the molecule; as a result of the present investigation
the other two are attributed to two distinct intermediates in the polymerisation
of S N .

The Raman spectrum of matrix isolated S N

contains just three bands.

The assignment of these to the Raman active fundamentals of S N

is supported

both by their polarisation properties and by the normal coordinate analysis of
the molecule, and the possibility of Fermi resonance, suggested by the close
proximity of two of them, is discounted.

The vibrational spectra of the

precursor of S N , namely tetrasulphur tetranitride, S, N, observed under
conditions of matrix isolation, are consistent with previous observations made
in the solid state and in solution, and with the well-established cage structure
of the molecule.
Measurement of the vibrational spectra of different isotopic versions of the
molecules, namely S

IsL and S.

Ni , has enabled a complete normal coordinate

analysis of both disulphur dinitride and tetrasulphur tetranitride to be carried
out.

The principal S-N stretching force constants are found to be much lower

than those predicted on the basis of observations made for related acyclic
molecules, possibly reflecting the strain imposed by the cyclic structures.

The

magnitudes of the interaction force constants are consistent with the existence
of delocalised TT -bonding, which appears to extend throughout the ring in the
case of S N

but to be slightly more restricted in the larger S, N, cage.

Further

evidence is afforded for substantial cross-ring S-S bonding in S,N, , while on
the other hand the results obtained for S N

may be explained in terms of

repulsive non-bonded S-S interactions, in accordance with the results of ab
initio molecular orbital calculations.
Chapter 6 describes a matrix isolation study of a chromium (V) compound, namely
chromium trichloride oxide, CrOCl , which as might be expected is rather unstable
at normal temperatures, tending to decompose by disproportionation and/or
hydrolysis.

The infrared spectrum of matrix-isolated CrOCl

contains bands

attributable to the vibrational fundamentals of a pyramidal molecule of
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symmetry, by analogy with other similar molecules, particularly VOC1 .
addition, several other bands, indicating the presence of CrO Cl
other decomposition products, are observed.

In

and possibly

The Hainan spectrum is rather more

puzzling in that just three strong bands are observed, all below 2^0 cm

.

The

possibility of a resonance Raman effect is considered but it is thought more
likely that the exciting line coincides with a dip in the absorption spectrum
leading to increased absorption at longer wavelengths; fluorescence and the
occurrence of an electronic Hainan effect are possible alternative explanations.
Normal coordinate analysis of CrOCl_, based on the assumption that the observed
Raman lines arise from its deformation fundamentals, indicates a force field
very similar to those in the related molecules VOC1

and CrO Cl .

The seventh and final chapter is concerned with the attempts to generate molecules
containing an azide group bonded to a phosphorus atom, in the hope of carrying
out the photolytic transformation'/P-N_———^ ^,P = N + N .

The infrared

spectrum (measured at 77K) of the volatile products of the reaction between
phosphorus trichloride and sodium azide indicates the presence of several molecules,
Although these probably include Cl PN_,

it

was decided that this apparently

complex mixture did not lend itself to a matrix isolation study.

Such a study

was carried out on the products of the reaction between dimethylchlorophosphine
and sodium azide, which almost certainly include (CH_) PN_ as a major component.
However, the reaction again appears to be rather complex and several observations,
particularly the effects of ultraviolet photolysis, remain unexplained.
In conclusion, although the present investigation has yielded some interesting
results relating to a variety of molecular species, further studies are clearly
desirable in several areas; for example, those described in Chapters U and £
might be extended to other cyclic sulphur-nitrogen systems, thus enabling more
general comparisons to be made.

Secondly, the origin of the Raman scattering

of chromium trichloride oxide might be made clearer by further studies using a
range of excitation frequencies, while investigation of the effects of controlled
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warming and photolysis might lead to identification of its disproportionation
products.

In the case of the studies described in Chapter 7> application of

other techniques such as mass spectrometry might lead to more definite character
isation of the reaction products, while if, for example, dimethylazidophosphine
can be isolated free from other compounds, a fuller spectroscopic investigation,
including measurement of its Hainan spectrum, might be carried out.

